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DIGITAL STRENGTH TRAINING

CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

62/366,573 entitled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DIGITAL STRENGTH

TRAINING filed July 25, 2016 which is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Strength training, also referred to as resistance training or weight lifting, is an

important part of any fitness routine. It promotes the building of muscle, the burning of fat,

and improvement of a number of metabolic factors including insulin sensitivity and lipid

levels. Many users seek a more efficient and safe method of strength training.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] Various embodiments of the invention are disclosed in the following detailed

description and the accompanying drawings.

[0004] Figure 1A is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a digital strength

trainer.

[0005] Figure IB is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a motor being

controlled in a manner to cause it to behave like a fitness machine.

[0006] Figure 2 is an illustration of an embodiment of a series elastic actuator with a

shaft encoder on either side of it to control tension.

[0007] Figure 3 is an illustration of an embodiment of a linear spring to control

tension.

[0008] Figure 4 is an illustration of an embodiment of tension measurement using a

strain gauge.

[0009] Figure 5 is an illustration of an embodiment of tension measurement using a

bar-style load cell.



[0010] Figure 6 is an illustration of an embodiment of tension measurement using

weight sensors which use strain gauges to sense downward force.

[0011] Figure 7 is an illustration of an embodiment of tension measurement using a

belt coupling.

[0012] Figure 8 is an illustration of an embodiment of concentric loading.

[0013] Figure 9 is an illustration of an embodiment of equal loading.

[0014] Figure 10 is an illustration of an embodiment of eccentric loading.

[0015] Figure 11 is an illustration of moderated mass change.

[0016] Figure 12 is an illustration of shifted moderated mass change.

[0017] Figure 13 is an illustration of haptic feedback.

[0018] Figure 14 is an illustration of peak tension.

[0019] Figure 15 is an illustration of adjusted peak tension.

[0020] Figures 16 and 17 are illustrations of user accommodation in repetitions.

[0021] Figure 18 is an illustration of an escalation service.

[0022] Figure 19 is an illustration of a pyramid protocol.

[0023] Figure 20 is an illustration of lopsided pyramid protocol.

[0024] Figure 2 1 is an illustration of a drop set protocol.

[0025] Figure 22 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a BLDC motor

version of a digital strength trainer.

[0026] Figure 23 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a control

subsystem for a BLDC motor version of a digital strength trainer.

[0027] Figure 24 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a control loop for a

BLDC motor version of a digital strength trainer.



[0028] Figure 25 is an illustration of a motor coupled to a hub.

[0029] Figure 26 is a simplified illustration of a motor coupled to a hub.

[0030] Figure 27 is a three-dimensional illustration of a motor coupled to a hub.

[0031] Figure 28 is an illustration of a motor with a shaft encoder coupled to a hub.

[0032] Figure 29A and Figure 29B are illustrations of measuring tension using a

motor mount

[0033] Figure 30 is an illustration detail of the attachment point rods.

[0034] Figure 31 is an illustration detail of a motor mount.

[0035] Figure 32 is an illustration of a fully assembled motor mount, motor, optional

gearbox, and shaft encoder.

[0036] Figure 33 is an illustration of a control system for a motor controlled by a hub.

[0037] Figure 34 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a process for digital

strength training.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0038] The invention can be implemented in numerous ways, including as a process;

an apparatus; a system; a composition of matter; a computer program product embodied on a

computer readable storage medium; and/or a processor, such as a processor configured to

execute instructions stored on and/or provided by a memory coupled to the processor. In this

specification, these implementations, or any other form that the invention may take, may be

referred to as techniques. In general, the order of the steps of disclosed processes may be

altered within the scope of the invention. Unless stated otherwise, a component such as a

processor or a memory described as being configured to perform a task may be implemented

as a general component that is temporarily configured to perform the task at a given time or a

specific component that is manufactured to perform the task. As used herein, the term

'processor' refers to one or more devices, circuits, and/or processing cores configured to

process data, such as computer program instructions.



[0039] A detailed description of one or more embodiments of the invention is

provided below along with accompanying figures that illustrate the principles of the

invention. The invention is described in connection with such embodiments, but the

invention is not limited to any embodiment. The scope of the invention is limited only by the

claims and the invention encompasses numerous alternatives, modifications and equivalents.

Numerous specific details are set forth in the following description in order to provide a

thorough understanding of the invention. These details are provided for the purpose of

example and the invention may be practiced according to the claims without some or all of

these specific details. For the purpose of clarity, technical material that is known in the

technical fields related to the invention has not been described in detail so that the invention

is not unnecessarily obscured.

[0040] Digital strength training is disclosed. In one embodiment, a user's

handle/actuator is coupled via a cable to a motor controlled at least in part by a filter. The

filter is controlled by a digital computer to dynamically adjust torque on the motor to make

physical exercise more efficient, effective, safe, and/or enjoyable for the user.

[0041] Strength Training. For a user, benefits from weight lifting depend greatly on

execution of the exercise, including but not limited to: form comprising movement

path/pattern, intensity comprising amount of weight/resistance, tempo comprising how

fast/slow is the movement, number of sets/repetitions, and timing comprising how long to

wait between repetitions and sets. Furthermore, maximal gains are found when the user

exercising is pushed to and beyond failure; the point at which they may no longer lift the

weight and must go through recovery allowing the muscle to rebuild itself stronger.

[0042] A number of additional techniques exist to strengthen a user further. Important

ones include the use of concentric, eccentric, and isometric training. Concentric movements

are when muscles contract under load, for example using a bicep muscle to initiate lifting a

weight. Isometric movements are when a muscle remains stable or at the same position under

load, for example once the bicep muscle has lifted the weight, isometric movement is holding

the weight in place. Eccentric is when a muscle lengthens under load, for example using a

bicep muscle to resist gravity as the weight is being lowered back down.

[0043] Collectively, factors comprising form, intensity, tempo, number of

sets/repetitions, timing, concentric movements, isometric movements, and eccentric



movements are termed "protocols". Traditionally most resistance training involves symmetric

concentric and eccentric loads, such that the same amount of weight is used in both

directions. For example, a user may lift a weight and then resist gravity under the same

weight load when lowering it.

[0044] Exercise protocols exist that rely on asymmetric movements, including pure

concentric, pure eccentric, and/or blended asymmetric concentric-eccentric movements. The

term "concentric loading" is used when the concentric phase has more weight applied to it

than the eccentric phase. The term "eccentric loading" is used when the eccentric phase has

more weight applied to it than the concentric phase. These protocols, and many variants on

them, for example mixtures of concentric-isometric-eccentric combinations, as well as

plyometric explosive movements, are well known to any person having ordinary skill in the

art. There are communities of users who value asymmetric protocols for health and efficient

training. Users engage in strength training not only to strengthen/build muscles, but also the

connective tissue such as tendons around the muscles. Eccentric loading has been shown to

build tendon more effectively, particularly in the presence of tendinopathy.

[0045] In practice actually achieving asymmetric protocols is challenging. A physical

weight such as a dumbbell cannot spontaneously change in weight without violating the laws

of physics. Hence, achieving a protocol such as eccentric loading is difficult, where the

weight on the eccentric phase is heavier than the concentric phase. A user may try to use

makeshift solutions such as elastic bands, stepstools, and/or a second user to address

asymmetry, but a user must also maintain proper form and proper timing in order to reap a

full benefit from asymmetric protocols which is challenging with makeshift solutions.

[0046] Another aspect to strength training is that humans are different from each

other. For example, each muscle as moved through its range of motion has an optimal length

at which point it achieves peak tension, that is, it is at its strongest. Plotted on an X-Y axis as

a "muscle-tension curve", the X axis plots position on range of motion, and the Y axis plots

tension. There is a point on the muscle-tension curve where tension peaks. This point of

optimal length differs from person to person depending on individual DNA, environment,

strength, and/or conditioning levels.

[0047] Furthermore, a muscle's ability to withstand tension/strength changes as a user

fatigues throughout a workout session, such that the shape of the muscle-tension curve



changes over time. Having a user move a weight that provides a fixed amount of tension

throughout the range of motion is sub-optimal when considering that a muscle's ability to

withstand tension varies through its range of motion because the muscle- tension curve is not

a flat line. Furthermore, a muscle-tension curve differs for concentric, isometric, and

eccentric movements.

[0048] Traditionally, the vast majority of strength training methods and/or

apparatuses fall into the following categories:

• Body Weight:Nothing in addition to the gravitational force of body weight is used to

achieve resistance training. Pull-ups are a good example of this. Some systems such

as TRX provide props that may help one better achieve this;

• Free weights: A traditional example are dumbbells, which also operate using gravity

as a force. The tension experienced by a user throughout a range of motion, termed

throughout this specification as an "applied tension curve", varies depending on the

angle of movement and/or the direction of gravity. For some motion, such as a bicep

curl, the applied tension curve is particularly variable: for a bicep curl it starts at near

zero when the arm is at full extension, peaks at 90 degrees, and reduces until the arm

reaches full curl at near zero again;

• Fixed-track machine: Machines that use weights, for example plates of metal

comprising a weight stack, coupled by a cable attached to a cam joined to a

mechanism running on a pivot and/or track. These often have a fixed applied tension

curve, though some systems such as Nautilus have used oddly shaped cams in order to

achieve non-linear applied tension curves. Often a weight setting is selected for a

weight stack by using a pin inserted associated with a desired plate; and

• Cable-machines: Also known as gravity-and-metal based cable-machines, these are a

cross between free weights and fixed track machines. They comprise a weight stack

attached to a cable, often via a pulley system which may be adjustable in height or

direction. Fixed-track machines have historically been criticized by some for overly

isolating a single muscle. Free weights on the other hand have historically been

criticized by some for activating too many small stabilizer muscles, meaning that a

user's workout may be limited by these small muscles before the large ones have even



gotten a good workout. Cables do not run on a track, and thus still require some use of

stabilizer muscles, but not as much as free weights because the direction of pull is

strictly down the cable. The effective applied tension curves varies if the angle of

attack between a user's hand and the cable changes throughout the range of motion.

[0049] While gravity is the primary source of tension and/or resistance in all of the

above, tension has also been achieved using springs and/or flexing nylon rods as with

Bowflex, elastics comprising rubber bands/resistance bands as with TheraBand, pneumatics,

and hydraulics. These systems have various characteristics with their own applied tension

curve.

[0050] Electronic Resistance. Using electricity to generate tension/resistance is

disclosed. In one embodiment, an electromagnetic field is used to generate tension/resistance.

In some embodiments, an electronic motor is used to generate tension/resistance . In one

embodiment, a three-phase brushless direct-current motor is used to generate

tension/resistance. Alternatively, an induction alternating-current motor or other electrical

system is used to generate tension/resistance.

[0051] A strength trainer using electricity to generate tension/resistance may be

smaller and lighter than traditional strength training systems such as a weight stack. A

strength trainer using electricity to generate tension/resistance may also be versatile by way

of electronic and/or digital control. Electronic control enables the use of software to control

and direct tension. By contrast, traditional systems require tension to be changed

physically/manually; in the case of a weight stack, a pin has to be moved by a user from one

metal plate to another.

[0052] Such a digital strength trainer using electricity to generate tension/resistance is

also versatile by way of using dynamic resistance, such that tension/resistance may be

changed nearly instantaneously. When tension is coupled to position of a user against their

range of motion, the digital strength trainer may apply arbitrary applied tension curves, both

in terms of position and in terms of phase of the movement: concentric, eccentric, and/or

isometric. Furthermore, the shape of these curves may be changed continuously and/or in

response to events; the tension may be controlled continuously as a function of a number of

internal and external variables including position and phase, and the resulting applied tension

curve may be pre-determined and/or adjusted continuously in real time.



[0053] Figure 1A is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a digital strength

trainer. The digital strength trainer includes the following:

• a controller circuit (1004) , which may include a processor, inverter, pulse-width-

modulator, and/or a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD);

• a motor (1006), for example a three-phase brushless DC or induction AC motor,

driving by the controller circuit;

• a spool with a cable (1008) wrapped around the spool and coupled to the spool. On

the other end of the cable an actuator/handle (1010) is coupled in order for a user to

grip and pull on. The spool is coupled to the motor (1006) either directly or via a

shaft/belt/chain/gear mechanism. Throughout this specification, a spool may be also

referred to as a "hub";

• a filter (1002), to digitally control the controller circuit (1004) based on receiving

information from the cable (1008) and/or actuator (1010);

• optionally (not shown in Figure 1A) a gearbox between the motor and spool.

Gearboxes multiply torque and/or friction, divide speed, and/or split power to

multiple spools. Without changing the fundamentals of digital strength training, a

number of combinations of motor and gearbox may be used to achieve the same end

result. A cable-pulley system may be used in place of a gearbox;

• one or more of the following sensors (not shown in Figure 1A):

o a position encoder; a sensor to measure position of the actuator (1010).

Examples of position encoders include a hall effect shaft encoder, grey-code

encoder on the motor/spool/cable (1008), an accelerometer in the

actuator/handle (1010), optical sensors, position measurement

sensors/methods built directly into the motor (1006), and/or optical encoders.

Other options that measure back-EMF (back electromagnetic force) from the

motor (1006) in order to calculate position also exist;

o a motor power sensor; a sensor to measure voltage and/or current being

consumed by the motor (1006);



o a user tension sensor; a torque/tension/strain sensor and/or gauge to measure

how much tension/force is being applied to the actuator (1010) by the user. In

one embodiment, a tension sensor is built into the cable (1008). Alternatively,

a strain gauge is built into the motor mount holding the motor (1006). As the

user pulls on the actuator (1010), this translates into strain on the motor mount

which is measured using a strain gauge in a Wheatstone bridge configuration.

In another embodiment, the cable (1008) is guided through a pulley coupled to

a load cell. In another embodiment, a belt coupling the motor (1006) and cable

spool or gearbox (1008) is guided through a pulley coupled to a load cell. In

another embodiment, the resistance generated by the motor (1006) is

characterized based on the voltage, current, or frequency input to the motor.

[0054] In one embodiment, a three-phase brushless DC motor (1006) is used with the

following:

• a controller circuit (1004) combined with filter (1002) comprising:

o a processor that runs software instructions;

o three pulse width modulators (PWMs), each with two channels, modulated at

20 kHz;

o six transistors in an H-Bridge configuration coupled to the three PWMs;

o optionally, two or three ADCs (Analog to Digital Converters) monitoring

current on the H-Bridge; and/or

o optionally, two or three ADCs monitoring back-EMF voltage;

• the three-phase brushless DC motor (1006), which may include a synchronous-type

and/or asynchronous-type permanent magnet motor, such that:

o the motor (1006) may be in an "out-runner configuration", used throughout

this specification when the shaft is fixed and the body of the motor rotates,

such as that use by an electric bike hub motor;

o the motor (1006) may have a maximum torque output of at least 60 Nm and a

maximum speed of at least 300 RPMs;



o optionally, with an encoder or other method to measure motor position;

• a cable (1008) wrapped around the body of the motor (1006) such that entire motor

(1006) rotates, so the body of the motor is being used as a cable spool in one case.

Thus, the motor (1006) is directly coupled to a cable (1008) spool. In one

embodiment, the motor (1006) is coupled to a cable spool via a shaft, gearbox, belt,

and/or chain, allowing the diameter of the motor (1006) and the diameter of the spool

to be independent, as well as introducing a stage to add a set-up or step-down ratio if

desired. Alternatively, the motor (1006) is coupled to two spools with an apparatus in

between to split or share the power between those two spools. Such an apparatus

could include a differential gearbox, or a pulley configuration; and/or

• an actuator (1010) such as a handle, a bar, a strap, or other accessory connected

directly, indirectly, or via a connector such as a carabiner to the cable (1008).

[0055] In some embodiments, the controller circuit (1002, 1004) is programmed to

drive the motor in a direction such that it draws the cable (1008) towards the motor (1006).

The user pulls on the actuator (1010) coupled to cable (1008) against the direction of pull of

the motor (1006).

[0056] One purpose of this setup is to provide an experience to a user similar to using

a traditional cable-based strength training machine, where the cable is attached to a weight

stack being acted on by gravity. Rather than the user resisting the pull of gravity, they are

instead resisting the pull of the motor (1006).

[0057] Note that with a traditional cable-based strength training machine, a weight

stack may be moving in two directions: away from the ground or towards the ground. When a

user pulls with sufficient tension, the weight stack rises, and as that user reduces tension,

gravity overpowers the user and the weight stack returns to the ground.

[0058] By contrast in a digital strength trainer, there is no actual weight stack. The

notion of the weight stack is one modeled by the system. The physical embodiment is an

actuator (1010) coupled to a cable (1008) coupled to a motor (1006). A "weight moving" is

instead translated into a motor rotating. As the circumference of the spool is known and how

fast it is rotating is known, the linear motion of the cable may be calculated to provide an

equivalency to the linear motion of a weight stack. Each rotation of the spool equals a linear



motion of one circumference or 2 r for radius r. Likewise, torque of the motor (1006) may be

converted into linear force by multiplying it by radius r.

[0059] If the virtual/perceived "weight stack" is moving away from the ground, motor

(1006) rotates in one direction. If the "weight stack" is moving towards the ground, motor

(1006) is rotates in the opposite direction. Note that the motor (1006) is pulling towards the

cable (1008) onto the spool. If the cable (1008) is unspooling, it is because a user has

overpowered the motor (1006). Thus, note a distinction between the direction the motor

(1006) is pulling, and the direction the motor (1006) is actually turning.

[0060] If the controller circuit (1002, 1004) is set to drive the motor (1006) with a

constant torque in the direction that spools the cable, corresponding to the same direction as a

weight stack being pulled towards the ground, then this translates to a specific force/tension

on the cable (1008) and actuator (1010). Calling this force "Target Tension", this force may

be calculated as a function of torque multiplied by the radius of the spool that the cable

(1008) is wrapped around, accounting for any additional stages such as gear boxes or belts

that may affect the relationship between cable tension and torque. If a user pulls on the

actuator (1010) with more force than the Target Tension, then that user overcomes the motor

(1006) and the cable (1008) unspools moving towards that user, being the virtual equivalent

of the weight stack rising. However, if that user applies less tension than the Target Tension,

then the motor (1006) overcomes the user and the cable (1008) spools onto and move towards

the motor (1006), being the virtual equivalent of the weight stack returning.

[0061] Setting the controller circuit to drive the motor with constant torque is an

example of a filter (1002): Throughout this specification, the equations by which the

controller circuit (1004) is configured to drive the motor (1006) are collectively referred to as

a "filter". A basic filter comprises position as a mandatory input of a filter, for example

position of the actuator (1010) and/or cable (1008). One example of a basic filter is one that

drives the motor (1006) with constant torque. An analogy to a digital strength training filter

is a digital camera filter such as a sepia filter, or Polaroid filter, which includes equations that

govern how the digital information from a camera sensor are processed to produce an image.

Sometimes digital camera filters mimic something from the analog world such as film, which

include chemicals on plastic film that react to the exposure of light. Similarly, by way of

digital control, a digital strength training filter may make the resulting system feel like a

weight stack being acted on by gravity on planet Earth, a weight stack being acted on by



gravity on the moon, a weight stack connected via a pulley system acted on by gravity on

planet Earth, a spring, a pneumatic cylinder, or an entirely new experience.

[0062] The set of equations that describe the behavior of the motor (1006) are its filter

(1002). This filter (1002) ultimately affects how the system feels to a user, how it behaves to

a user, and how it is controlled. A motor may be controlled in many ways: voltage, current,

torque, speed, and other parameters. This is an important part of a filter (1002), because the

filter includes equations that define the relationship between the intended behavior of the

motor (1006) relative to how the motor (1006) is controlled.

[0063] The system described above with the controller circuit (1004) being set to

drive the motor (1006) with constant torque is a basic filter (1002). Throughout this

specification this filter is referred to as a "Constant Torque Filter". In such a case, the user

experiences a fixed tension on the actuator (1010) assuming low overall system friction. With

a Constant Torque Filter, when the system is to behave like an ideal strength training machine

with a weight corresponding to a mass m, then m is the specified Target Tension described

above. The ideal strength training machine is considered ideal in the sense that it exhibits no

friction, momentum, or intertia.

[0064] The Constant Torque Filter does not exhibit all of the characteristics of a

weight stack acted on by gravity. Such a weight stack has to obey the equations of gravity,

has momentum, and has a top speed achievable while falling. A filter mimicking such

behavior is called a "Weight Stack Filter" throughout this specification.

[0065] A Weight Stack Filter must mirror the behavior of a weight machine with a

weight stack. The physics of such a machine are described by a number of equations

including:

F = m a or Force = Mass multiplied by Acceleration;

Wherein: a = g (acceleration is the speed of gravity), and m is the mass of the weight stack,

for the force F pulling the weight stack towards the ground.

[0066] The weight stack has two forces acting upon it: first, gravity pulling it to the

ground; and second, tension from the cable (1008) pulling it up. If the gravity force is greater

than the tension, the weight stack moves towards the ground until it bottoms out and/or

reaches ground position. If the tension force is greater, then the weight stack moves up away



from the ground. If the two forces are equal, then the velocity/speed of the weight stack does

not change. If the two forces are equal when the velocity is zero, then the weight stack

remains suspended at a fixed position.

[0067] The weight stack also experiences friction, which applies in all three cases of

the gravity force being greater than tension, gravity force being less than tension, and gravity

force being equal to the tension force. The net force determines the acceleration that the

weight stack experiences, which over time also determines its velocity, as velocity is the

integral of acceleration over time. As F = m a , or rearranged mathematically a = — ,

acceleration on the weight stack is the force it is experiencing divided by the mass. As

described above, the weight stack experiences two forces added together: F = —m g being

the gravity force, with the negative convention because gravity is pulling down, and F2 = Tg

being the tension force, wherein g is used as the gauges are calibrated using weight with

respects to the planet. That is, a 101b weight experiences less force on the moon because of

the gravitational pull of the moon being lower. As all strain gauges are calibrated using a

weight hanging against gravity on this planet, the g for gravity on earth is included in this

equation.

[0068] Continuing the analytical solution, F = F + F2 , so as a = —, then

F1 + F2 Tg - m g ( T
a = = = l g

m m \ m

To account for friction in a simple way, gravity g is multiplied by a number between 0 and 1,

where a 1 indicates no friction and a 0 indicates so much friction that gravity is completely

negated.

wherein r is this friction factor.

[0069] In one embodiment, a value of r=0.7 is used from empirical data. This is a

simple friction model for illustration. A more complex model may factor in speed, and

different friction coefficients for static and dynamic friction. Any person having ordinary

skill in the art may produce relevant equations as found in kinematics/physics textbooks.



[0070] For a Weight Stack Filter, the above equations define acceleration as a

function of tension T. To complete the Weight Stack Filter, this equation must be related to

the way the motor (1006) is being controlled.

[0071] In one embodiment, tension Jis sampled every 10 milliseconds, that is 100

times per second. In some embodiments, torque on the motor (1006) is controlled using the

same methods as the Constant Torque Filter. The equations above defines the acceleration

that the weight stack, and hence the user, experiences. At a rate of 100 times per second,

tension T is measured and acceleration calculated, to adjust torque on the motor (1006) such

that motor (1006) behaves in a manner consistent with that acceleration. At a rate of 100

times per second motor position, directly or indirectly by measured cable or spool position, is

measured. Velocity is then calculated as the change in position divided by the change in time

of 10ms. Acceleration is then calculated as the change in velocity divided by the change in

time of 10ms.

[0072] When measured acceleration is compared with the calculated acceleration

governed by the equation, if measured acceleration is too high, then motor torque is

increased. If we measured acceleration is too low, then motor torque is reduced. In one

embodiment, both cases are performed using a PID loop.

[0073] In some embodiments, instead of measuring cable tension to calculate

velocity, torque is calculated directly. In order to control torque of the motor (1006) directly,

a series of calculations are made to model the tension on a cable (1008) of a weight stack

moving. In this case, torque/tension is calculated as it is controlled by the controller. The

tension on a cable (1008) of a moving weight stack is not static, and varies with the

speed/velocity and kinetic energy of the weight stack, which may be calculated by changes in

potential energy.

[0074] The kinetic energy equation for a moving mass is:

E = — m v
2

and the potential energy of a weight stack is:

E = m g h



where m is the mass, g is the gravitational acceleration, and h is the height from the ground.

[0075] As energy expended/work between two points in time is force times distance:

W = ∆Ε = F d

Combining these equations, the force exhibited by a moving weight stack is:

Where v 1 is the velocity at the start of a time period, v 2 is the velocity at the end of a time

period, d is the distance the mass travels during that time period. Throughout this

specification this equation is called the "kinetic force equation".

[0076] Put another way:

• if velocity of the mass did not change, then the tension experienced by a user is the

standard tension of mass times gravity, or no change;

• if the velocity of the mass increases, then the tension experienced by the user during

that period of time is higher than just mass times gravity and is increased by the

amount of the kinetic force equation; and

• if the velocity of the mass decreases, then the tension experienced by the user during

that period of time is lowered than just mass times gravity and is decreased by the

amount of the kinetic force equation. For example, imagine a ball thrown up into the

air at 1 meter per second. If a force continues to push up at the ball at m g it continues

at the same velocity. If the force is less, the ball slows down. And, if the force is

more, the ball speeds up. The equations reflect that instead of monitoring the velocity

of the ball, it is determined how "heavy" the ball feels to the person pushing on it.

[0077] Force F as calculated in the above equation is the torque that is applied to the

motor using the same method as that of the Constant Torque Filter.

[0078] Alternately, a simple equation to accomplish this is the standard relationship

F = m a :If the acceleration the weight stack experienced during a period of time is known,

the net force/resistance that the user experiences may be calculated using this equation. The



end result is the same, which may also be derived by using the kinetic force equation taking

the limit as d goes to zero. Which equation is used in a particular embodiment depends on

whether acceleration may be measured/calculated with enough accuracy.

[0079] In one embodiment, an adjustment loop is:

1. The torque on the motor (1006) is set to be a force equivalent to m g when coupled to

a hub with a cable (1008) wrapped around it. At this moment in time the cable (1008)

is already moving at a velocity;

2. A specified period of time later, for example 5ms, the velocity is measured and found

to have changed in the positive direction, meaning that acceleration was experienced.

This acceleration may be calculated by dividing the difference in velocity by the time

period that has elapsed. Multiplying this acceleration by the gravitational constant

yields the amount of additional force the motor supplies to the user. The torque on the

motor is adjusted accordingly.

If the velocity was found to have reduced, then the torque is also reduced in response

to negative acceleration.

If there is no change in velocity, that is acceleration is zero, then the torque maintains

atm-g-r, where r is the radius of the hub, the equivalent of a force of m g and

3. Repeat this process.

[0080] This process represents a case when the weight stack is being pulled by a user

away from the ground. If the weight stack is falling to the ground, the process is similar; and

acceleration is expected due to gravity. If the motor accelerates slower than gravity, it is

because the user is resisting, and the force exerted by the motor/torque is adjusted

accordingly such that F = m-g + m , where a is the additional acceleration from the user.

[0081] These equations enable a goal to model a weight stack. The benefits of a

Weight Stack Filter is that it feels to a user like a traditional weight machine, and also allows

the user to utilize kinetic energy, or energy that has been stored in the form of velocity, to

their advantage to finish the exercise. However, some benefits to the user occur by not

allowing them to store kinetic energy and later take it back, which some exercise



professionals consider a form of cheating. Throughout this specification, the terms "torque"

and "tension" are used interchangeably, as one may be calculated from the other - torque is

tension multiplied by radius of the hub.

[0082] In a constant torque system, the motor (1006) provides a fixed torque that is

not adjusted by acceleration, and is set to a torque ofm-g-r, which is not adjusted up or down

based on changes in velocity and/or acceleration. Throughout this specification this is termed

a "no cheat mode" or "momentum free mode". Some fitness experts suggest that a user

should not be allowed to generate momentum because that reduces the amount of work

required in the balance of the range of motion. The use of a no cheat mode is a trade-off

between feeling "natural" and forcing the user to not cheat.

[0083] As an aside, another benefit of the gravity "natural" model of the Weight

Stack Filter is that at times the user experiences tension in excess of m g. Some may not

consider this cheating as it provides additional strain on the user. Hence, a "true no cheat

mode" may be designed with the disclosed techniques that performs all of the calculations for

the gravity model, and allows the case of additional tension during acceleration of the weight

stack, but not the case of reduced tension during deceleration of the weight stack:

torque = m r (j) +max(0, a))

where max(0, a ) either selects 0 or positive values of a , acceleration experienced by the

weight stack as measured by changes in velocity of the cable/actuator (1008,1010) attached to

the hub.

[0084] Filters. As described earlier using the analogy of the digital camera to

partially explain them, filters govern a specified behavior. To accomplish this, it often

requires that this specified behavior be expressed in different forms of variables, and as such

it becomes the responsibility of the filter to convert between these forms.

[0085] Figure IB is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a motor being

controlled in a manner to cause it to behave like a fitness machine. In one embodiment, the

system of Figure IB is a subset of the system of Figure 1A. The embodiment of Figure IB

shows a four stage pipeline, with feedback from the latter two stages to the first two stages.

The first two stages, comprising the physics abstraction filter and motor abstraction filter, are

collectively referred to as the "filter", with such examples being the Constant Torque Filter



and the Weight Stack Filter. However, when it comes to implementing this filter, up to two

stages of filtration may be conceptualized: While an embodiment need not be limited to two

stages, conceptually splitting them into two stages is illustrative as two distinct tasks are

accomplished by the filter (1002). These two "stages" of filters may be referred to as the

physics abstraction filter (152), and the motor abstraction filter (154). As many filters based

at least in part on mathematical equations, the two stages may be combined into a single

equation.

[0086] Splitting into two stages is conceptual as different motor configurations are

controlled differently. A system may be referred to as the combination of three stages: i)

motor abstraction filter (154), ii) controller, and iii) motor. This system has a Variable Under

Control (VUC), which is the variable most directly controlled by the system. Consider the

following examples:



Control (Field Oriented

Control based on both current

measurements, and motor

position from a sensor)

Torque VUC: Directly Current Mode Modulator 3-Phase Brushless Direct

adjusts motor current, coupled to 6-Transistor H- Current Permanent Magnet

utilizing Vector Control Bridge Synchronous

(Vector Control based on

motor position from a sensor)

Torque VUC: Directly Voltage Pulse Width 3-Phase Induction

adjusts motor slip via simple Modulator driving 6- Alternating Current Motor

loop measuring motor speed Transistor H-Bridge ("induction motor")

and Volts/Hz modulation.

Speed VUC: Directly adjust Voltage Pulse Width 3-Phase Induction

voltage via a PID loop Modulator driving 6- Alternating Current Motor

monitoring motor speed and Transistor H-Bridge

Volts/Hz modulation.

[0087] In each of the above configurations, different types of sensors are required

depending on the VUC and the type of controller and motor.

[0088] In all of the Torque VUC modes above, a proxy for torque is used: current

draw for BLDC motors, and slip for induction motors. Conversion between this proxy and

torque in the required units, such as ft-lbs, is another step to be accomplished. Such a

calibration is performed by characterizing the system. The accuracy of this conversion may

vary based on a number of variables including motor temperature and age. One option may

be to measure true torque using a sensor, or some other variable that is used to calculate

torque, then use a PID loop to correct for this inaccuracy.

[0089] Is shown above, the VUC may be speed, position, or torque. If a given physics

model is desired, then further equations could be written to translate between the desired

physical behavior and the VUC.

Physics Abstraction Filter VUC Logic



(152)

Constant Force Torque Direct Linear Relationship

"Weight Stack" Torque Equations that model gravity,

momentum, and friction to

calculate the force exhibited

on the weight stack; force

converted to torque via a

direct linear relationship

"Weight Stack" Speed Equations that model gravity,

momentum, and friction to

calculate the speed of the

weight stack based on torque

or force measurements

(inputs from the user "acting

upon the weight stack)

As stated earlier, these stages may be combined into a single stage, for

[0091] In the domain of fitness equipment intended for strength training, an optimal

option for direct control of torque is appropriate, the consequence is the use of a Torque VUC

with either a BLDC or Induction motor as a suitable choice. The choice between current

based modulation or PWM depends on a number of factors, including the price and

availability of components. In one embodiment, PWM control is more prevalent and hence



lower cost.

[0092] Force may be indirectly controlled if the system includes a spring mechanism.

In one embodiment, a linear spring is coupled to the cable (1008). Alternatively, a rotational

spring is coupled to the rotation of the motor (1006). With a spring mechanism, controlling

force becomes a matter of controlling motor position. Hence, a VUC may be the amount of

compression of the spring controlled by motor position.

[0093] Position Control. A traditional way to control motor position is to use a

standard stepper motor. As well, three-phase brushless DC motors, brush DC motors, and/or

induction motors may be precisely position controlled using methods such as a PID loop.

[0094] For a suitable stepper motor, position may be controlled directly. Stepper

motors are controlled by pulses rather than voltage/current. The pulses command the motor to

move one step at a time via shifting electromagnetic fields in the stator of the motor. A

control system for a stepper motor is simpler to directly control position rather than velocity.

While it is possible to control a stepper motor via velocity by controlling the frequency of the

pulses being driven into the motor, position may be preferred in an embodiment.

[0095] The equations above describe velocity based control, which may be

analytically formed for position based control as, similar to how velocity may be accumulated

by summing acceleration over time, position may be accumulated by summing velocity over

time.

Pmodeln Pmodeln- od l t

thus

Verror Pactual Pmodel

which tells the controller how many pulses need to be sent to the motor to adjust its position.

[0096] In a position based system, it is possible to more easily control tension by

adding elasticity, such as a spring, into the system. One example is a rotational spring added

to the shaft referred to as a series elastic actuator. A series elastic actuator may be a spring

integrated into the shaft between the motor/gearbox (1006) and the hub, wherein the hub is

the part that the cable (1008) wraps around. If the hub remains in a fixed position, but the



shaft rotates, hence increasing the tension on the spring, that additional tension translates into

tension on the cable, or if the motor shaft remains fixed and the hub rotates a similar

occurrence happens.

[0097] Hence, if the position of the motor (1006) and the position of the hub are

measured, then tension may be easily inferred using the characteristics of the spring

mechanism. Likewise, if tension were measured directly using a strain gauge for example,

then the relative position of the hub to the shaft may be easily calculated. A stepper motor

may directly control tension in the system by controlling the relative position of the motor

(1006) as compared to the hub. In one embodiment, the controller (1004) calculates a desired

relative position between the hub and the shaft in order to produce the tension desired,

compares that to the current relative position between the hub and the shaft, then sends the

appropriate number of pulses to the stepper motor (1006) to adjust its position to match.

[0098] Figure 2 is an illustration of an embodiment of a series elastic actuator with a

shaft encoder on either side of it to control tension. While all systems have elasticity in them,

adding additional elasticity into the system may make it simpler to control as the level of

elasticity may be selected to match the characteristics of the stepper motor, for example the

step size. As shown in Figure 2, also adding a gearbox between the motor (1006) and the

shaft may allow the step size of the motor to be divided or multiplied to a more desirable

number.

[0099] For example, if a series elastic actuator is selected to flex up to 90 degrees,

and generates tension from 0 lbs to 200 lbs over those 90 degrees when coupled to a hub and

a cable wrapped around that hub, to control tension in 0.5 lb increments a minimum of 400

steps is required in that 90 degree range since 400 steps = 200 lbs / 0.5 lbs/step.

[00100] This is the equivalent of 1600 steps per rotation of the hub as 1600

steps/rotation = 400 * (360/90). If a stepper motor only had 32 steps per rotation, then a

gearbox with a 50x ratio creates the level of desired resolution, as 1600 = 32 x 50. Using a

50x gearbox reduces the amount of output torque required by the motor a factor of 50x. Also

note that the motor (1006) needs to be designed to resist the torque applied to it when 200 lbs

of force is pulled on the cable (1008) in this example, which may be calculated using the

radius of the hub and the ratio of the gearbox. An equivalency is a reduction in speed such

that the motor could drive the hub by 50x. The selection of a motor also affects noise of the



finished system. Some motors are louder than others and gearboxes also generate noise.

[00101] The above description is for a sample embodiment with certain characteristics,

and demonstrate certain calculations and design parameters/techniques/philosophies. Any

person having ordinary skill in the art of motor-driven-system design may perform these

calculations using standard equations and make trade-off based decisions to arrive at a final

design including selecting which variables to control using a control system.

[00102] Figure 3 is an illustration of an embodiment of a linear spring to control

tension. Figure 2 described how a rotational spring may use used; the linear spring may

instead be used in a system, an example given in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3, as the motor

(1006) rotates the spool, it causes the cable (1008) to be spooled in. If a user is resisting, the

pulley coupled to the linear spring moves towards the rigid member, causing the spring to

compress. Because the force on the cable is directly correlated to the compression of the

spring, simply measuring spring compression, and adjusting motor position to product a

desired amount of spring compression, such as in a PID loop, may be sufficient to control

cable tension. This is similar to the series elastic actuator, with a linear spring being applied

to the cable (1008) rather than to the spool.

[00103] Position Measurement Motor position may be measured using a number of

methods, including:

• Hall Sensors: Hall sensors mounted to the stator of the motor may track the position

of the magnets relative to the stator. Signals from these sensors may be measured to

determine the position of the motor, for example by using an analog to digital

converter (ADC) to track the sinusoidal waveform generated as the magnet passes by

a Hall sensor and characterizing the position of the motor relative to a point in the

waveform, or by digitally counting the magnets as they move past the Hall sensors;

• Encoder: An encoder coupled to the physical rotation of the motor measures motor

movement and report it using digital pulses. An example of such an encoder is a

Quadrature Encoder. Some quadrature encoders rely on electrical connections such as

brushes, others use optical sensors, and others rely on magnets and Hall sensors;

• Indirect: Movement of the motor (1006) may be measured indirectly by measuring the

movement of anything the motor is coupled to, such as a belt, chain, shaft, gearbox,



and so forth;

• Voltage: Back-EMF voltage generated by a motor may indicate motor position under

certain circumstances; and/or

• Other: Other methods exit to measure the position and movement of a motor. The

method used does not affect the fundamentals of the disclosed. However, different

methods may exhibit different characteristics such as: i) accuracy [resolution], ii)

delay, iii) sampling rate. The required set of characteristics depend on the filter being

used.

[00104] Motor Selection. The choice of whether to choose an induction motor or a

BLDC, and the parameters of the chosen motor depends on cost, size, weight, thermal

constraints, for example how hot the motor gets and how is it cooled, and desired reliability

and/or duty cycle. While many motors exist that run in thousands of revolutions per second,

an application such as fitness equipment designed for strength training has different

requirements and is by comparison a low speed, high torque type application.

[00105] In one embodiment, a requirement of such a motor (1006) is that a cable

(1008) wrapped around a spool of a given diameter, directly coupled to a motor (1006),

behave like a 200 lbs weight stack, with the user pulling the cable at a maximum linear speed

of 62 inches per second. A number of motor parameters may be calculated based on the

diameter of the spool.

User Requirements

Target Weight 200 lbs

Target Speed 62 inches/sec = 1.5748 meters/sec

Requirements by Spool Size

Diameter (inches) 3 5 6 7 8 9

RPM 394.7159 236.82954 197.35795 169.1639572 148.0184625 131.5719667

Torque (Nm) 67.79 112.9833333 135.58 158.1766667 180.7733333 203.37

Circumference

(inches) 9.4245 15.7075 18.849 2 1.9905 25.132 28.2735



Thus, a motor with 67.79 Nm offeree and a top speed of 395 RPM, coupled to a spool with a

3 inch diameter meets these requirements. 395 RPM is slower than most motors available,

and 68 Nm is more torque than most motors on the market as well.

[00106] Hub motors are three-phase permanent magnet BLDC direct drive motors in

an "out-runner" configuration: throughout this specification out-runner means that the

permanent magnets are placed outside the stator rather than inside, as opposed to many

motors which have a permanent magnet rotor placed on the inside of the stator as they

designed for more speed than torque. Out-runners have the magnets on the outside, allowing

for a larger magnet and pole count and are designed for torque over speed.

[00107] Hub motors also tend to be "pancake style", meaning they are higher in

diameter and lower in depth than most motors. Pancake style motors are advantageous for a

wall mount, subfloor mount, and/or floor mount application where maintaining a low depth is

desirable, such as a piece of fitness equipment to be mounted in a consumer's home or in an

exercise facility /area.

[00108] Motors may also be "direct drive", meaning that the motor does not

incorporate or require a gear box stage. Many motors are inherently high speed low torque

but incorporate an internal gearbox to gear down the motor to a lower speed with higher

torque and may be called gear motors. Direct drive motors may be explicitly called as such to

indicate that they are not gear motors.

[00109] If a motor does not exactly meet the requirements illustrated in the table

above, the ratio between speed and torque may be adjusted by using gears or belts to adjust.

A motor coupled to a 9" sprocket, coupled via a belt to a spool coupled to a 4.5" sprocket

doubles the speed and halves the torque of the motor. Alternately, a 2:1 gear ratio may be

used to accomplish the same thing. Likewise, the diameter of the spool may be adjusted to

accomplish the same.

[00110] Alternately, a motor with lOOx the speed and 100th the torque may also be

used with a 100:1 gearbox. As such a gearbox also multiplies the friction and/or motor inertia

by lOOx, torque control schemes become challenging to design for fitness equipment /

strength training applications. Friction may then dominate what a user experiences. In other

applications friction may be present, but is low enough that it is compensated for, but when it



becomes dominant, it is difficult to control for. For these reasons, speed or position VUC are

more appropriate for fitness equipment / strength training systems. For Position VUC,

motors such as stepper motors may be good options. Stepper motors with a high holding

torque may be controlled very accurately.

[00111] Constant Torque Filter. A motor (1006) may be controlled to provide a fixed

amount of torque, and respond to changes in position and speed to maintain that torque. The

method to accomplish this may depend on the type of motor.

[00112] The torque of an induction motor is nearly linear and proportional to the

amount of "slip". Throughout this specification slip is defined as the ratio between the actual

speed of an AC motor and the frequency being driven into the AC motor. The greater the slip,

the greater the torque. The relationship between slip and torque may be determined by

characterizing the motor, whereby a test is run and the relationship between slip and torque is

plotted manually. Once a relationship has been determined, in some cases it may be

approximated by a linear equation.

[00113] An induction motor, such as a three-phase alternating current (AC) induction

motor, is controlled by driving three sinusoidal waves into each of the three leads of the

motors. The input three sinusoidal waves are matched in frequency and amplitude, and

separated by 120 degrees of phase difference. A motor with no load / zero torque rotates at

the same frequency as the input. As load is added and the motor must exhibit torque to drive

that load, the motor slows down. The difference between the speed of the motor and/or rotor,

and the input is its slip and is directly proportional to the torque of the motor. Multiple

schemes may be used to determine the correct combination of amplitude and frequency to

accomplish a certain amount of slip. A common scheme is referred to as "volts per hertz".

[00114] Controlling a motor precisely requires application of a variable under control,

the measurement of that variable using a sensor, and a feedback loop, such as a PID loop to

perform correction. At times, multiple PID loops may be used either in series, in parallel, or

in recursion with a loop within a loop, which the "plant" being controlled by the outer loop

includes a PID loop within itself. Throughout this specification, a plant is the portion of

system under control for a PID loop.

[00115] Torque of a BLDC may be nearly linear and proportional to the amount of

current being drawn by the motor. By measuring the current being drawn and adjusting the



voltage, torque may be accurately controlled. Determining the relationship between current

and torque may be performed by characterizing the motor, whereby a test is run and the

relationship between current and torque is plotted. Once the relationship has been determined,

in some cases it may be approximated by a linear equation.

[00116] In the case of constant torque, a strain gauge is not strictly necessary, although

there may be other design decisions that lead to one being used. In induction motors,

measuring the speed of the motor which may be calculated by measuring the position of the

motor is sufficient in order to determine tension. In a BLDC motor, measuring the current

draw of the motor is sufficient in order to determine tension.

[00117] Converting slip or current to an amount of torque with high accuracy may be

challenging across variations of motors, temperature, and age of the system. If higher

accuracy is desired, torque may be measured empirically and a correction factor may be

applied. This correction factor may be applied through a PID loop, meant to ensure that

measured torque is equal to the desired target torque, with the PID loop adjusting the

correction factor until the two are matched. Such a PID loop may be very slow, taking on the

order of seconds or minutes to converge.

[00118] Because friction in the motor or system may affect the relationship between

slip or current, and actual output torque, two correction factors may be calculated, one for

each direction analogous to a hysteresis curve. This is because in one direction the torque

experienced by a user is that of the motor plus friction, and in the other direction it is that of

the motor minus friction. Alternatively, a number of friction models may be utilized such as

those described below.

[00119] Background references for motor and control include "AC Induction Motor

Voltsper Hertz Control, Driven by eTPU on MCF523x" by Freescale Semiconductor,

Wikipedia articles on: "Induction Motor"; "Brushless DC Electric Moto and "PID

Controller", "PIDfor Dummies" (http://www.csinm.com/CSIjages/PIDforDummies.html),

"PID Without a PhD", by Tim Wescott of Wescott Design Services, "Sensorless Field

Oriented Control of 3-Phase Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors" by Texas Instruments,

"InstaSPIN-FOC and InstaSPIN-MOTION User's Guide" by Texas Instruments, and

"TMS320x2806x Piccolo TechnicalReference Manual " by Texas Instruments.

[00120] Sensors - Tension and Torque. To measure tension on the cable (1008)



and/or actuator (1010), the "force" on the cable (1008) and/or actuator (1010) must be

measured. For motor based systems where the cable (1008) wraps around a spool, force may

be converted to torque by multiplying the force by the radius of the spool.

[00121] Torque on the motor may be estimated using techniques such as current draw

for a BLDC motor, or slip for an induction motor. Measuring tension directly is a different

means of accomplishing the same measurement. There are advantages of doing both,

including compensating for drift over temperature and age, as well as friction in the system.

[00122] In one embodiment, tension is measured by using a strain gauge in-line in the

cable (1008) in a Wheatstone bridge or similar configuration. In such a case an ADC,

possibly after an op-amp stage, measures the voltage at the output of the Wheatstone bridge.

Before use the tension measurement system must be calibrated. Various weights may be hung

on the cable (1008) against gravity, and the measured voltage plotted against the weight. In

this way, voltage may be translated into weight by reversing the function plotted. In some

cases, the relationship may be approximated by a linear function.

[00123] Figure 4 is an illustration of an embodiment of tension measurement using a

strain gauge. As shown in Figure 4, a cable (1008) is wrapped around a spool which may be

directly or indirectly coupled to a motor (1006). To measure the tension on the cable (1008),

it is passed over a pulley. As the cable tension increases, the downward force on the load cell

increases linearly. The ratio between the force on the load cell and the tension on the cable

may be calculated using trigonometry. While calibration also accounts for this, it is useful to

ensure that the load cell maximum limits are not exceeded as specified for the selected load

cell. If the angle that the cable approaches and departs the pulley is symmetric, then

horizontal components are cancelled out.

[00124] Figure 5 is an illustration of an embodiment of tension measurement using a

bar-style load cell. As shown in Figure 5, a bar style load cell built using strain gauges is used

to sense the downward force. Figure 6 is an illustration of an embodiment of tension

measurement using weight sensors which use strain gauges to sense downward force. Figure

6 places a pulley on a mount coupled to a pivot such that force is concentrated over the

weight sensor.

[00125] In both the cases of Figure 5 and Figure 6, the load cell or weight sensor may

respond to downward force by changing the electrical resistance of the circuit. Coupled to a



Wheatstone bridge, these changes in electrical resistance are detected and converted to

voltage, and may be read by the system controller (1004) using an amplifier and an ADC in

sequence.

[00126] Figure 7 is an illustration of an embodiment of tension measurement using a

belt coupling. Apart from that shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, a second way to measure

tension is measuring tension on a belt coupling the motor and spool, also by using a strain

gauge or load cell, as shown in Figure 7. As tension on the cable (1008) increases, additional

tension is put on the belt coupling the motor (1006) to the spool. As this belt passes over a

pulley as shown in Figure 7, this additional belt tension translates into a downward force on

the pulley in a similar manner to that shown in Figures 5 and 6.

[00127] A third way to measure tension is to apply a strain gauge to the mount holding

the motor, also with a Wheatstone bridge. As in other examples, the tension measurement

system is calibrated. Various weights may be hung on the cable against gravity, which may

cause a force to be applied to the motor mount and thus to the strain gauge, and plot

measured voltage against weight. In this way, voltage may be translated into weight by

referencing the plot. In many cases, the relationship may be approximated by a linear

function.

[00128] Sensors - Speed and Position. Measuring velocity may be determined using

a number of sensors. In one embodiment, a sensor is a shaft encoder. A shaft encoder

measures the rotational position of the shaft of the motor. As the motor rotates the shaft

encoder produces an output, for example a pulse every quarter rotation. Counting the edges of

these pulses yields position. A pulse may be conceptualized as a voltage level that rises then

drops, with two edges per pulse and two opportunities for counting.

[00129] For example, consider a motor (1006) with a shaft encoder that produces 8

counts per rotation. The motor (1006) is attached to a gearbox with a 70x reduction ratio. The

output shaft of the gearbox is connected to a hub with a 0.15 meter (~6 inch) diameter.

[00130] It may be determined then that the circumference of the hub is approximately

0.471 meters. Hence, the hub completes one full rotation when the cable moves 0.471 meters.

There are 560 counts, from 8 counts per rotation multiplied by the 70x reduction ration, off

the shaft encoder for every rotation of the hub. Thus, every count corresponds to a movement

of 0.000841 meters (or 0.841 millimeters).



[00131] Selection of sensor type, number of pulses, and so forth is driven by the

desired sensitivity of the system. Some shaft encoders give an analog sinusoidal output rather

than digital pulses, such that output may be read using an ADC. In such a case the sensitivity

and/or number of bits of the ADC is also significant. Other sensors may include optical

sensors or accelerometers monitoring the rotation of the hub/shaft/gearbox and/or the

movement of the cable. The selection of the right sensor may depend on desired

characteristics and cost.

[00132] The control systems described above were designed to model a weight stack

and control a motor where the variable under control is velocity. In various embodiments, a

different variable is controlled, such as position, acceleration, or even tension as measured.

Determining which variables to control may depend on available sensors, sensor cost, sensor

maximum frequency, sensor performance, sensor latency/delay, sensor accuracy, and

characteristics of the system including characteristics of the motor, gearbox if any, and

elasticity of the cable.

[00133] Due to the characteristics of each type of motor, while any variable is

controlled on any motor, it may be preferable to: directly control torque on AC motors;

directly control speed on DC motors; and directly control position on stepper motors. In

addition, torque control on DC motors may be possible by controlling current rather than

voltage. As well, depending on the type of motor being used, it may be simpler to directly

infer some variables rather than measure them.

[00134] For example, the system above described using a strain gauge or similar to

measure tension. However, the output torque of an AC three-phase induction motor may be

calculated if the output speed is known. In such a case, it may not be necessary to use a strain

gauge to measure tension. Instead, the speed of the motor may be measured, using a number

of techniques, such as a shaft encoder, and the torque/tension may be inferred/calculated.

Different speed sensors have different characteristics in terms of cost, maximum speed,

resolution, and so on.

[00135] In some embodiments, multiple sensors are combined to achieve measurement

across a variety of speeds while maintaining low cost, termed throughout this specification as

"sensor fusion". In the case of a BLDC motor, motor position may be calculated by using a

Hall sensor and/or measuring the back-EMF voltage at the leads of the motor. These



techniques yield a reading more than accurate enough to control the motor. However, the

accuracy of the reading decreases as the speed of the motor decreases. Sensors that measure

the physical position of the motor directly increase in cost as their required top speed

increases. In addition, at high speed it is more likely that such sensors accumulates error.

[00136] In one embodiment, a Hall sensor is used to determine motor position at high

speed, and a physical position sensor is used to measure motor position at low speed. Fusing

these two readings may be done with an algorithm as follows:

1. Initial Position, termed "POS", is set to 0, and the motor is at rest. The sensor fusion

is in "low-speed mode" and a Slow Sensor such as a physical position sensor is used

to measure motor position;

2. As the motor starts moving, position information is collected from the Slow Sensor in

low-speed mode. In a loop, from one iteration to the next, the change in position is

calculated and added to POS;

3. If the absolute value of the change in position ever exceeds a pre-determined

threshold such as a maximum speed threshold, switch to "high-speed mode" using a

Fast Sensor such as Hall sensor to determine motor position;

4. In high-speed mode, the change in position is calculated from one reading to the next

and added to POS;

5. If the absolute value of the change in position ever drops below a pre-determined

threshold such as a minimum speed threshold, switch back to low-speed mode. The

minimum speed threshold may be similar to the maximum speed threshold, or

different if hysteresis is used to prevent flip-flopping.

[00137] Thus, the change in position is constantly being calculated from both the low-

speed sensor and the high-speed sensor in each iteration of the loop. In one embodiment, at

any one time only one of the two readings is being trusted for the sensor fusion.

Alternatively, the two readings may be linearly or non-linearly combined. This is the reading

that is being added to POS. Also note that change in position may be both negative and

positive depending on the direction of rotation of the motor.

[00138] In order to properly/precisely control a motor, a motor control algorithm may



need to know absolute motor position. This is the position of the rotor relative to the stator;

the magnets relative to the coils. This absolute position is sometimes referred to as motor

angle or magnetic angle, and used such that a motor control algorithm may decide which

electrical angle to drive in order to yield the desired result.

[00139] The Fast Sensor may use a Hall Sensor and/or voltage at the motor leads,

which are directly correlated to the position of the magnets relative to the coils; the Fast

Sensor has information about the absolute position of the motor. The Slow Sensor, while

higher resolution, only provides relative information about the position of the motor. By

combining information from both sensors, the absolute position of the motor may be

determined regardless of which sensor is being monitored. For example, after getting

information from the Fast Sensor, motor absolute position is known. After switching to the

Slow Sensor, relative motor movements are accumulated, and the absolute position of the

motor is maintained because it was known at the time when system switched from using the

Fast Sensor to the Slow Sensor. Additional details about this process are detailed in the

example below.

[00140] In one embodiment, a Hall Sensor is used in combination with an encoder.

The encoder provides high resolution position information and the Hall Sensor provides low

resolution position information. A two-state Hall Sensor provides two outputs: a digital 1 if a

magnet is present, and a 0 if no magnet is present. If in a three-phase brushless motor, three

Hall Sensors are installed next to three adjacent coils, then the combination of outputs from

those Hall sensors determines the absolute position of the motor. This produces combinations

of outputs that isolate motor position to one of six regions of motor angle: 0-60 degrees, 60-

120 degrees, 120-180 degrees, 180-240 degrees, 240-300 degrees, and 300-360 degrees of

electrical angle position.

[00141] Because two-state Hall Sensors may report the same values throughout an

entire region such as 0-60 degrees, the Hall Sensors cannot be used to detect small

movements of the motor. However, whenever the Hall Sensors change state, for example

flipping from a 0 to a 1, or a 1 to a 0, it is then known exactly which boundary the motor is at:

0, 60, 120, 180, 240, or 300.

[00142] If this information is combined with a high resolution sensor such as an

encoder, the two can be combined to derive absolute position with high resolution, using an



algorithm such as:

1. The absolute position of the motor, POS, is initially set to 0, and as the encoder tracks

movement, POS is updated accordingly / accumulates movement;

2. After the motor moves no more than 60 degrees, one of the Hall Sensors toggles. As a

result the motor angle becomes known as 0, 60, 120, 180, 240, or 300. At this point,

the current position POS and the determined motor angle are recorded into two

variables: POS ANGLE and ANGLE; and

3. After this point, true motor angle can always be calculated from POS by comparing it

to POS ANGLE and ANGLE.

[00143] In the above examples, the relationship between the encoder resolution and the

angle resolution is important. For example, an encoder may generate a certain number of

count per 360 degree electrical rotation. This ratio is important in correlating encoder

movement and motor angle movement.

Delta Motor Angle Degree = Delta Encoder Position /

Encoder Count Per Motor Angle Degree

[00144] In the example above:

Motor Angle = (ANGLE + (POS - POS ANGLE) I Encoder Countjer motor Angle Degree) mod

360

[00145] Many encoders have a top speed after which they become unreliable, but a

fusion system like this may rely on the Hall Sensors once the speed passes a certain

threshold. In such a case, once the motor is running at a high speed:

1) Speed which may be expressed as angular speed may be determined by the rate at

which Hall Sensors toggle; the inverse of the period at which the Hall Sensors toggle is

directly proportional to speed; and

2) Angle may be calculated using the most recently determined position (0, 60, 120, 180,

240, or 300), added to the time delta since that position was determined multiplied by the

angular speed of the motor.



[00146] As described above these techniques fuse multiple sensors that each provide

information that on their own may not provide a description of the complete system, but

using these fusing techniques, information from multiple sensors may be combined to get a

strong set of information about motor position.

[00147] Friction, Momentum, and Inertia Compensation. As described above, a

filter (1002) controls a motor (1006) to produce a certain amount of tension on a

cable/actuator (1008/1010), varied over time to accomplish a certain goal including a given

feel for the user.

[00148] In one embodiment, the motor (1006) is controlled to produce a fixed amount

of tension at all times. This fixed amount of tension may be maintained regardless of the

speed or acceleration of the motor (1006) or the cable (1008) coupled to the motor. Without

limitation, a motor (1006) may vary tension over time based on some other goal/filter, but

this simple case is illustrative. The cable (1008) is spooled onto a spool coupled to the motor

(1006). The motor rotor and spool have mass to them The cable (1008) may route through a

number of pulleys as it traverses the rest of the system in Figure 1A. The mass of the motor

rotor and spool has consequence that the motor exhibits momentum and inertia. Practically,

tension experienced with respect to the cable (1008), while unspooling in the concentric

phase of an exercise, is higher than intended during acceleration, and lower than intended

during deceleration due to friction by running over pulleys. Thus, the user experiences a

tension higher than intended during the unspooling concentric phase, and lower than intended

during the spooling eccentric phase.

[00149] With an appropriate filter, these unintended effects may be compensated for.

For friction compensation, such a filter adjusts the tension generated by the motor so that the

tension experienced by the user after the cable has passed through all the pulleys and other

friction sources is as intended. In a simple model, a friction compensation ratio is a

percentage of tension that is added during spooling, termed "positive velocity", and

subtracted during unspooling, termed "negative velocity".

[00150] For example, if the friction compensation ratio is set to 15% as measured

empirically while friction compensation is not applied to the system, then tension generated

by the motor is increased by 15% during spooling, and decreased by 15% during unspooling

in order to compensate for that friction. For example, for a goal of 100 lb, the filter will set



115 lb and 85 lb of motor tension for spooling and unspooling, respectively. As the system

transitions between spooling and unspooling, the friction compensation filter avoids a

discontinuity and smooths where motor tension jumps between 85 lbs and 115 lbs. The filter

adds tension based on a saturating linear function of speed. For example, the function is a

linear transition from 85 lbs to 115 lbs from a cable speed -2 inches per second to 2 inches

per second, wherein the linear function saturates to 115 lbs for velocity over 2 inches per

second, and saturates to 85 lbs for velocity below -2 inches per second. The thresholds in the

example above at +/- 2 inches per second may be adjusted based on the amount of tension

such as to effect the fastest transition possible, without ever exceeding a maximum allowed

slope. For larger tensions the thresholds are increased, and for lower tensions the thresholds

are decreased.

[00151] In an alternative embodiment, an advanced function such as a saturating sine

or a logistic function is used. Another example of an advanced filter is one that implements a

mathematical function derived from the physics equations that model the friction in the

system compensated for.

[00152] Similarly, a filter may be designed to compensate for momentum/inertia. Such

a filter is a function of acceleration rather than speed, because of the definition of momentum

according to physics equations. When there is momentum caused by mass, then during

acceleration, the tension experienced by the user is higher than intended, and hence the motor

tension is reduced. During deceleration the tension experienced by the user is less than

intended, and hence the motor tension is increased. The compensation filter is a linear

function of acceleration. The slope of this filter may be calculated based on the known mass

of the system, or determined empirically by characterizing the behavior of an actual system

with momentum compensation turned off.

[00153] In an alternative embodiment, an advanced filter may model the kinetic energy

of the system, and decrease motor tension whenever kinetic energy of the system is

increasing, and increase motor tension whenever kinetic energy is decreasing. This ensures

the user is not exhibiting any of the work that is contributing to or benefiting from the kinetic

energy of the system. Instead, the motor (1006) compensates for such an effect. For example,

the angular momentum of the system may be modeled based on the mass and shape of the

motor rotor combined with spool. More complex models also include linear momentum, as

well as the momentum of gearboxes, pulleys, and other elements of the system. Another filter



may continuously calculate the kinetic energy of the system, and compare it to the amount of

kinetic compensation the motor has absorbed through the addition or removal of tension, then

calculate how much additional tension compensation should be applied.

[00154] Trainer Intelligence. When a user is performing an exercise, the part of their

body being exercised moves through a range of motion necessary to perform that exercise.

For example, a bicep exercise might move from the elbow being fully extended wherein the

bicep muscle is fully elongated, to the elbow being fully bent wherein the bicep is fully

contracted. This presents an opportunity for "Trainer Intelligence" as described below.

[00155] In some embodiments, for a user performing the exercise with the system of

Figure 1A, during this motion the cable (1008) may move through a range of motion which

corresponds to a range of motion for the cable (1008), spool, and motor (1006) of the system,

if a motor is being used. In some embodiments, changes in cable (1008) position may

correspond to changes in the readings of various sensors and in the physical position of

various actuators such as linear electro-magnetic-mechanical, pneumatic, and so forth. This

range of motion is termed "percent range of motion", which ranges from 0% to 100%, with

the convention that 0% represents the beginning of the range of motion when the elbow is

fully extended, and 100% represents the end of the range of motion when the elbow if fully

bent. Both actual and ideal range of motion is considered. Actual range of motion is that a

current user enacts, and ideal range of motion is that which a user should enact for an ideal or

intended exercise.

[00156] Strength training exercises are divided into sets. Each set includes one or more

repetitions. A user typically performs one or more sets of a given exercise. In order to

determine a percent range of motion, the systems in Figure 1A may first calibrate itself, and

may then also make dynamic adjustments. This is possible because the user performs several

repetitions of every movement. The first time a user performs a given movement/exercise, a

start position, an end position, and stride length, the end position minus the start position,

may be recorded. The end position may be the point at which the direction of movement

changes from the direction corresponding to the weight stack moving away from the ground

to the direction corresponding to the weight stack moving towards the ground. The start

position may be the point at which the direction of movement changes from the direction

corresponding to the weight stack moving towards the ground to the direction corresponding

to the weight stack moving away from the ground. In one embodiment, calibration and/or



adjustment may be based on recordings from each movement in a set. Alternatively,

calibration and/or adjustment may be based on recordings over multiple sets, such that the

results over time are combined and stored for use in future sets.

[00157] A user may momentarily change direction of travel at a point that does not

demark the beginning or end of a repetition. This may happen if a user is struggling. Such

movements may be filtered out for the purposes of determining range of motion, or noted in

another way.

[00158] Constantly recording and updating the start point, end point, and the calculated

stride length are important to calculations. Points change over time, as a user taking a step

away from the machine shifts the start and end points the equivalent distance. If the stride

length has not changed, the true range of motion may not be changed but be offset, which

may be filtered or dealt with appropriately with a calculated offset. The start points and end

points may be updated with each repetition, or an average, moving average, or weighted

average of the last plurality of recorded samples are used, and may include samples from

previous sets.

[00159] In some embodiments, range of motion and repetitions are extracted from a

series of position updates. Hysteresis is used to filter out small movements that may be

mistaken for a new repetition, such as when a user is struggling, and this learns over time by

averaging the position of the start and end of the range of motion. Averaging may also occur

over weighted averages and/or moving averages. Sample code includes:

// Repetition Extraction from position data, (this function is to be called

every time the

// position of the virtual weight stack changes) . It will extract segments

(each rep is 2

// segments), and calculate the position in (% of range of motion) as it

learns the range

// of motion.

void processRe (int32 newpos) {

// newpos is the virtual position of the weight stack at the current

moment. GROUND is a

// constant that indicates the lowest possible position the weight stack

can take.

// g ReEndSetFlag is a global flag that indicates to this rep extraction



algorithm that

// the current set has come to an end, an a new set should begin. This

can be user initiated

// or be based on a timer (when ne pos <= GROUND, start a timer, and if

the weight stack

// doesn't move above ground after a certain amount of time threshold

(say 10 seconds) , we

// can declare the set over.

if (g_ReEndSetFlag && newpos <= GROUND) {

g ReSegCount = 0 ; // which will trigger a full reset in the if

statement below

g_ReEndSetFlag = 0 ;

}

if(g_ReLow >= g_ReHigh && g_ReSegCount > 0 ) {

g ReSegCount = 0 ;

}

// Now we're starting a new set!

if (newpos <= GROUND && g_ReSegCount <= 0 ) {

g ReDirUp = 1 ; // the direction the weight stack is moving (up or

down)

g ReSegUp = 1 ; // each rep has two segments, an up and a down segment.

This stores

// the direction of the current segment

g RePos = GROUND; // the previous position of the weight stack

g RePercent = 0 ; // percent position into the range of motion. 0% is

the start of the

// range of motion, and 100% is the end of the range

of motion

g ReSegCount = 0 ; // counts the number of segments (2 segments per

rep)

g ReLow = GROUND; // This is the position of the (average) beginning

of the range of motion

g ReHigh = -1; // Like ReLow, but it's the end; -1 => we won't use

these until initialized

// The next two thresholds are used to implement hysteresis, were the

weight stack reversing

// direction does not count as a new segment unless it's gone past the

appropriate threshold

g ReHighThreshold = -1; // The threshold for going from Up to Down



g ReLowThreshold = -1; // The threshold for going from Down to Up

g ReFlag = 0 ; // A flag that indicates that a change in direction was

ignores because it

// didn't comply with one of the above two thresholds

g RePercent = 0 ; // Global, and the output of this function;

represents the position as

// a percent of range of motion

return;

} else if (newpos < GROUND) {

newpos = GROUND; // filter out what happens down there ; )

}

if(g_ReLow >= g_ReHigh && g_ReSegCount > 0 ) {

g RePercent = 0 ; // This should never happen

} else if (g_ReSegCount < 2 ) {

g RePercent = 0 ; // percent isn't useful until a full repetition has

completed (that's 2

// segments; one on the way up, and one on the way down

} else {

// Muliply by 1000 since we are calculating 10th' s of a percent (fixed

point)

g_RePercent = (int) ((int32) (newpos - g_ReLow) * (int32) 1000L /

(int32) (g_ReHigh - g_ReLow) );

}

if (g_ReDirUp) {

if (newpos < g RePos) {

// wow, direction changed!

g_ReDirUp = 0 ;

if(g_ReFlag) {

g_ReFlag = 0 ;

} else if (newpos < g ReHighThreshold && g ReSegCount > 1 ) {

g_ReFlag = 1 ;

g_ReFlagCount++;

} else if (newpos < 6000 && g_ReSegCount == 0 ) {

g_ReFlag = 1 ;

g_ReFlagCount++;

} else {

// Let's record the "high" position



if (g_ReSegCount < 2 ) {

g ReHigh = g RePos; // first segment, just record

} else {

// Moving average for future segments

g_ReHigh = (g_ReHigh * 3 + g_RePos * 7 ) / 10;

// We have a new high point; let's update the thresholds

g_ReHighThreshold = (g_ReLow + (int32) 2L*g_ReHigh) / (int32)3L;

g_ReLowThreshold = ((int32) 2L*g_ReLow + g_ReHigh) / (int32)3L;

if (g_ReSegCount == 0 ) {

// First half of the first rep; let's set the low threshold

// such that minimum rep length is 10 cm

g_ReLowThreshold = g_ReHighThreshold - g_AsTicksPerMm *

100L;

g ReSegCount++;

g_ReFlag = 0 ;

g_ReFlagCount = 0 ;

g ReSegUp = g ReDirUp;

g ReFlagGround = 0 ; // reset the ground flag

// Notify a listener that a up segment has completed (this is a

place where

// any code relying on repetition extraction can make decisions

at the end of a

// up segment)

onReEndOf UpSegment (newpos) ;

} else {

if (newpos > g RePos) {

// wow, direction changed!

g ReDirUp = 1 ;

if(g_ReFlag) {

TEST_PRINTF (" : %-10d LOW\n", g_RePos) ;

g_ReFlag = 0 ;

} else if (newpos > g ReLowThreshold && g ReSegCount > 0 ) {



TEST PRINTF ("! %-10d LOW [Threshold = %d]\n".

g RePos, g ReLowThreshold) ;

g ReFlag = 1 ;

} else {

// Let's record the "high" position

if(g ReSegCount < 2 ) {

g ReLow = g RePos; // first segment, just record

} else {

// Moving average for future segments

g ReLow = (g ReLow * 3 + g RePos * 7 ) / 10;

// We have a new low point; let's update the thresholds

g ReHighThreshold = (g ReLow + 2*g ReHigh) / 3 ;

g ReLowThreshold = (2*g ReLow + g ReHigh) / 3 ;

g ReSegCount++;

g ReFlag = 0 ;

g ReFlagCount = 0 ;

g ReSegUp = g ReDirUp;

// Notify a listener that a down segment has completed (this is

a place where

// any code relying on repetition extraction can make decisions

at the end of a

// down segment)

onReEndO fDownSegment (newpos) ;

)

} else if (newpos <= GROUND) {

if (!g ReFlagGround) {

// Notify a listener that the weight stack has reached the

ground (this is a place

// where any code relying on repetition extraction can make

decisions that are to be

// make when the weight stack returns to the ground)

onRegGround ();

)J

g ReFlagGround = 1 ;

}



[00160] Significant changes in stride are noted as they indicate that the user is not

completing the full range of motion on the exercise. This is particularly true if the start point

is the same, but the end point has changed resulting in a reduced range of motion. This may

be an indication of a user that is fatigued or being lazy.

[00161] In some embodiments, significant changes in stride are detected through the

use of thresholds. For example, a reasonable range of motion for a healthy repetition begins

at between 0% and 10%, and ends at between 90% and 100%. If the user ends a repetition at

a lower point, such as 83% rather than greater than 90%, then this is considered a significant

reduction in range of motion, at which point a user may be alerted and/or coached.

[00162] The concentric phase of an exercise is reflected when range of motion is

increasing, for example 0% to 100%, and the eccentric phase of an exercise is reflected when

range of motion is decreasing, for example from 100% to 0%. The bounds of 0% and 100%

need not be actually reached as the user may be lazy or exceeding their average. When range

of motion changes from increasing to decreasing, or decreasing to increase, is sufficient to

determine a transition from concentric to eccentric or eccentric to concentric.

[00163] Figure 8 is an illustration of an embodiment of concentric loading. A user

may request eccentric or concentric loading, where either the eccentric mass is greater than

the concentric mass, or the concentric mass is greater than the eccentric mass. In such a case,

mass m , may be selected based on direction of travel based on range of motion. In the

example of Figure 8, concentric mass is 100 lbs and eccentric mass is 80 lbs, and m may be

plotted as shown in Figure 8.

[00164] As shown in Figure 8, the mass m changes near-instantaneously from 100 lbs

to 80 lbs when the x-axis reads 100%, so the change is near-instantaneous as the direction of

motion changes. As the concentric and eccentric phases both have ranges of motion between

0% and 100%, the difference between the two phases is the direction of motion, essentially a

function that exhibits hysteresis.



[00165] Figure 9 is an illustration of an embodiment of equal loading. By contrast to

Figure 8, independent of range of motion or direction of travel, the mass is 100 lb. Figure 10

is an illustration of an embodiment of eccentric loading. As with the concentric loading

example of Figure 8, there is a near-instantaneous change in load. This instantaneous change

in load may feel uncomfortable to the user and may even jolt them with the sudden increase

in force applied to the user.

[00166] In one embodiment, instead of determining an amount of perceived mass

based on either a concentric or eccentric phase, mass is determined simply based on the

direction. If the weight stack is rising, a certain mass, Mass-Up, is selected and if the weight

stack is falling, a certain mass, Mass-Down, is selected.

[00167] The examples above, including concentric loading and eccentric loading, and

those that follow, are collectively referred to throughout this specification as "Variable

Strength Curves" (VSCs). A number of techniques make the system feel better and/or more

comfortable/natural to the user.

[00168] Figure 11 is an illustration of moderated mass change. As shown in Figure 11,

in the concentric phase the representative mass increases from 80 lb at a range of motion of

90%, to a midpoint of 90 lb at a range of motion 100%, then continues to increase in the

eccentric phase between 100% and 90% range of motion to a full 100 lb. As eccentric range

of motion reaches 10%, the mass reduces again to a midpoint of 90 lbs at 0%, then in the

concentric phase between 0% and 10% range of motion reduces back to 80 lb, as shown in

the wraparound in Figure 11. As shown in Figure 11, transitions are smooth and the user does

not experience a jolt.

[00169] Figure 11 indicates ranges of motion of "0%" and "100%", but a user may be

lazy or injured and not reach their theoretical minimum and maximum range of motion. In

one embodiment, a relative measure of range of motion is used such that 100% instead refers

to the point at which the user reverses direction moving from a concentric motion to an

eccentric motion, and 0% refers to the point at which the user reverses direction moving from

an eccentric motion to a concentric motion. In a further embodiment, this relative range of

motion is used for moderating mass. Thus, the percent position along the way is only an

estimate since it is challenging to know precisely when the user reverses direction. They

instead are dynamically estimated by knowing the recent start and end positions of the range



of motion and calculated stride length based on average, moving, and/or weighted averages.

As a result, the ideal plot of Figure 11 may be distorted by error in the actual range of motion,

and distortion may be conceptualized as being a transformation caused by error; the selection

of curves leave room for this distortion.

[00170] In one example, if a user were to pull the cable (1008) halfway under

concentric motion to 80%, then reverse direction, for the purposes of mapping to this plot, the

80% point maps to the 100% of the eccentric portion of Figure 11, assuming that the reversal

point is the end point of 100%, and the expected start point that the user is expected to return

to is 0%.

[00171] Figure 12 is an illustration of shifted moderated mass change. Considering

Figure 11, a disadvantage may be that concentric weight rising near the end of a range of

motion is when users are not generally strong. Figure 12 shows a shifted version, for example

such that the shift in eccentric load happens solely in the eccentric phase. In the example

shown in Figure 12, the thresholds are 80% and 20%. While shown in Figure 12, the

function need not be piecewise linear. Any person having ordinary skill in the art understands

many variations of functions exist that accomplish a similar result. This function in Figure 12

is referred to as function M\{x).

[00172] One disadvantage of Mi x is that a user may not experience the full eccentric

load during the entire range of motion. Focusing initially on the eccentric range between

100% and 80% as shown Figure 12, full eccentric load may be achieved in this region of

range of motion by changing the function to also include time as a variable.

[00173] Consider an alternate function M2 ,t as follows:

1. At the start of the concentric phase, m = 80 lb;

2. When a user reaches 100% range of motion, the end of the concentric phase, or comes

to a full stop, for example no longer moving the cable (1008), with a range of motion

higher than some threshold such as 80%, the system assumes that the user has

completed the concentric phase and is about to release the cable (1008);

3. The user is now expected to hold that position for 2 seconds or some other goal. The

mass m is increased linearly over that course of 2 seconds from 80 lb to 100 lb; and



4. After holding the position, the eccentric range of motion is at 100% but the mass is

now 100 lbs.

[00174] If the user violates the hold time goal of 2 seconds and releases the cable

(1008) sooner, then the mass m is increased with range of motion, and it is set such that

is used instead. Thus, the combined function may be expressed as:

max [ ( ), M (x,f)]

as whichever function, M i or M2, increase mass more quickly is the one that is actuated.

[00175] In one embodiment, in order to aid the user in meeting the hold time goal, a

visual cue, audio cue, and/or other coaching/training/teaching mechanism may be given to the

user to indicate and/or encourage the user to hold for the full goal, for example 2 seconds. An

example of a visual cue is a light that lights up, or words on a screen, or a bar/slider/circle

that fills over a 2 second hold time, and/or a combination of these.

[00176] Timing in weight lifting is important as the amount of time spent moving

through the range of motion in both the concentric and eccentric phase may affect the

benefits of the workout depending on goals. In some cases, a fast speed may be required and

in others a slow speed may be required. Visual cues may be given to the user to guide them as

to speed - such as a bar that shows where the user actually is in the range of motion as

compared to where they should be given the desired speed.

[00177] Figure 13 is an illustration of haptic feedback. Some users may ignore visual

cues. By rapidly varying the tension that the user experiences in the cable, the user may also

be given a physical/haptic/tactile cue to indicate that they are moving at the wrong speed. As

shown in Figure 13, when mass is instantaneously pulsed, the user feels it as "bumps" or

"clicking-through" on the cable (1008). This may be an effective technique to alert the user

they are not behaving correctly. In one embodiment, a physical cue may also be given by

pulsing mass based on time rather than position, for example a change of m every 100

milliseconds for 1 second.

[00178] Figures 8 through 13 are ideal if humans were equally strong through their

entire range of motion. Most muscles however have a point of peak tension; a point in their

range of motion where they are strongest. Varying mass such that it also peaks at the point of



peak tension ensures that the muscle is being pushed to its limit. There may be other

corollary benefits, such as ensuring that good form is maintained by not overloading a muscle

outside the point of peak tension.

[00179] Figure 14 is an illustration of peak tension. Figure 14 illustrates a mass

function as a parabolic function of M(x) = 100 - 100 x (0.5 - PercentRangeOfMotion) 2. Any

person having ordinary skill in the art understands many other functions exist to accomplish

this goal. As peak tension is not always at the 50% point, and varies from person to person,

and even over time on the same person as they get stronger or weaker, these functions are

adjusted for each user over time. Figure 15 is an illustration of adjusted peak tension. Figure

15 shows a variant of the function in Figure 14 but exhibits eccentric loading using a

piecewise parabolic function.

[00180] Dynamic Spotting Protocol. Consider a scenario where a user is in the

middle of a concentric phase and reaches a point where they cannot complete the range of

motion because they are fatigued. This is a common scenario in weight lifting, and may be

considered poor form because the user cannot complete the range of motion. However, if the

system detects this scenario it "spots" the user, analogous to a human spotter for weight

lifting, for example:

1. A user begins by pulling the cable/actuator (1008/1010) through the range of motion;

2. The user's range of motion is between pre-determined motion thresholds, for example

20% and 80%;

3. The velocity of the cable drops to zero, or below some pre-determined velocity

threshold close to zero;

4. Even at a low velocity, measured and/or calculated tension applied by the user is

found to be above a pre-determined tension threshold, such as 60% of the current m

5. The tension and low velocity persists for a pre-determined period of time, for example

1.5 seconds;

6. The system responds by slowly reducing m , for example linearly over the course of 2

seconds from 100% of starting/current m to a pre-determined mass threshold, for

example 90% of starting m. As soon as velocity rises above some pre-determined



velocity threshold such as 5 cm per second, m stops slowly reducing, and a new

function adjusts m through the remainder of the range of motion. Two examples of a

new function is a post-spot function or a scaled version of the prior function that the

user got stuck on.

[00181] The above procedure describes an embodiment corresponding to one spotting

protocol, and other protocols exist. In one embodiment, during the concentric phase m is

reduced such that velocity of the cable/actuator (1008/1010) does not fall below a pre¬

determined velocity threshold. If a user's velocity drops below that threshold, m is reduced by

a corresponding amount in order to aid the user to maintain a minimum velocity. Such a

system may also prevent the user from exceeding a maximum velocity by increasing m if the

velocity rises above a target threshold. In a further embodiment, this is accomplished using

linear formulas or a PID loop.

[00182] In one embodiment, the logic described above is implemented by a series of if

statements in software. Alternatively, the logic described above is implemented by a rules

engine. Alternatively, the logic described above is implemented using equations.

Alternatively, the logic described above is implemented using look-up tables.

[00183] Such a spotting procedure may enable "forced repetitions" where a user is

aided in completing their full range of motion by being spotted when they get stuck rather

than being forced to prematurely end their repetition. This may have health/efficiency

benefits for the user.

[00184] Figures 16 and 17 are illustrations of user accommodation in repetitions. For a

case where a user is making it past 80% percent range of motion in the concentric phase, but

is not completing the full 100%, this may be an indication of bad form and a symptom of

fatigue. Adjusting the function after each repetition such that the mass m between 80% and

100% is reduced to accommodate the user is implemented as shown in Figure 16, and a

close-up is shown in Figure 1 indicating four different repetitions.

[00185] In this example, after each repetition the user made it past 80% but not to the

full 100%, so the system responded by adjusting the mass function after each of the 4

example repetitions. In one embodiment, the logic described above is implemented by a

series of / statements in software. Alternatively, the logic described above is implemented

by a rules engine. Alternatively, the logic described above is implemented using equations.



Alternatively, the logic described above is implemented using look-up tables.

[00186] As shown in Figures 16 and 1 the system may in communicating with the

user make reference to a repetition of peak-mass 100 lbs, because that is the greatest amount

of mass in the function which occurs at 50% range of motion. If, for example, peak-mass

were 150 lbs instead of 100 lbs, the function looks similar, but everything is scaled by a

factor of 1.5 .

[00187] If a user gets stuck between 0% and 20% of range of motion in the concentric

phase, it may indicate that the mass m is far too high for this given repetition. In such a case,

the system may automatically adjust m as follows:

1. A user begins by pulling the cable/actuator (1008/1010) through a range of motion;

2. The user's range of motion is between pre-determined motion thresholds, for example

0% and 20%;

3. The velocity of the cable drops to zero, or below some pre-determined velocity

threshold close to zero;

4. Even at a low velocity, measured and/or calculated tension applied by the user is

found to be above a pre-determined tension threshold, such as 60% of the current m

5. The tension and low velocity persists for a pre-determined period of time, for example

1.5 seconds;

6. The system responds by slowly reducing m , for example linearly over the course of 2

seconds from 100% of starting/current m to a pre-determined mass threshold, for

example 60% of starting m. As soon as velocity rises above some pre-determined

velocity threshold such as 5 cm per second, m stops slowly reducing, and a new

function adjusts m through the remainder of the range of motion. Two example of a

new function is a post-stuck function or a scaled version of the prior function that the

user got stuck on.

[00188] Escalation Service. Figure 18 is an illustration of an escalation service, also

sometimes called ladders. For a set of 15 repetitions, while traditionally users may normally

perform a set where peak-mass is the same for each repetition, it is useful to change the peak-



mass from rep to rep, as shown in Figure 18. The example in Figure 18 shows 15 reps, where

the first rep starts with a peak-mass of 60 lbs, and each rep increases mass by 5 lbs until a

peak-mass for 130 lbs is seen in rep 15. The step size of 5 lb is an example, and a

programmed step size need not be fixed and/or linear. The number of reps of 15 is an

example, and the programmed rep count need not be fixed and/or linear. This protocol is

known as an escalation or ladder protocol, and may be useful for a user in reaching full

failure/fatigue, and in building muscle.

[00189] Other useful protocols also exist. Figure 19 is an illustration of a pyramid

protocol, wherein an escalation protocol is used to get to the middle of the set and then a

corresponding de-escalation/drop set protocol is used to from the middle of the set to the end

of the set to reduce mass at the depth and rate it was increased during escalation. Figure 20 is

an illustration of lopsided pyramid protocol, wherein an escalation protocol and drop set

protocol are used without being necessarily symmetric to the middle of the set. Figure 2 1 is

an illustration of a drop set protocol, wherein peak-mass is changed downwards from rep to

rep. In Figures 19-21, mass varies for one or more repetitions in various pre-determined

mass functions.

[00190] Throughout this specification, "Dynamic Resistance" refers to the technique of

using a mass function that varies throughout range of motion, through concentric and

eccentric phases, and peak-mass that varies through repetitions in a set, spotting a user, and

adjustment of m based on a user's ability or when they get stuck. Dynamic Resistance is

enabled by electronic control of tension. In one embodiment, electronic control of tension is

performed in part by using an electric motor. Alternatively, electronic control of tension is

performed without any electric motor.

[00191] BLDC Motor Embodiment. In one embodiment, a BLDC motor (1006) is

used as part of a technique for electronic control of tension.

[00192] Figure 22 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a BLDC motor

version of a digital strength trainer. As shown in Figure 22, a primary component under

control is the (1006) motor (108), which is a three-phase BLDC permanent magnet motor. In

one embodiment, motor (108) is designed to be relatively low speed, and high torque,

utilizing an out-runner configuration and 26 poles. Motor (108) is coupled to sprocket ( 113),

which is coupled to spool (109). It is coupled to spool (109) through a belt and sprocket.



Spool (109) is coupled to sprocket ( 112). Sprocket ( 113) and sprocket ( 112) are coupled

using a tooth and/or timing belt (107). The teeth on the belt prevent slip. The belt is tensioned

by running the belt over a pulley (106).

[00193] Spool (109) has a (1008) cable ( 110) wrapped around it. Cable ( 110) may be a

cord made up of at least one of the following: steel, nylon, polyester, and/or kevlar cord.

Cable ( 110) may be a belt, a rope, a chain, or a similar cable. Cable ( 110) has an attachment

point ( 111) at the end of it. This attachment point is an actuator (1010) that may be either a

handle that the user pulls on and/or a connector that a handle or accessory such as a bar, strap,

or more complex system may be attached to upon which a user pulls directly or indirectly.

[00194] Attachment point ( 111) is part of an exercise machine, such as a chest press

machine or a smith machine; many traditional machines use a cable (1008) to interface to a

weight stack. Such a cable (1008) is connected to a (1010) member or handle that the user

pushes or pulls on, directly or indirectly through an attachment point.

[00195] In one embodiment, pulley (106) is mounted on a load cell (104). As the motor

(1006) generates torque, which is translated into force on the belt, that force excites load cell

(104). The electrical output of a load cell (104) is connected in a Wheatstone bridge (103)

configuration, and the output of the Wheatstone bridge is the reading from the load cell (134).

This reading is used to determine the amount of torque being generated by the motor in units

of weight.

[00196] Load cells are calibrated for an accurate reading, wherein the calibration takes

into account belt tension generating a pre-load condition on the load cell. Calibration may be

performed by first measuring the load cell sensor reading (134) with no weight on the cable

( 110)/attachment point ( 111). This reading may be marked as corresponding to zero "0" lb.

The motor is then locked in position and a 20 lb weight hung on the cable ( 110)/attachment

point ( 111), the load cell sensor reading (134) is taken, and this reading may be marked as

corresponding to 20 lbs. By using linear interpolation and extrapolation, all load cell sensor

readings may be converted to lb, kg, oz, g, and so forth. The motor is coupled to a rotary

encoder motor position sensor (102) that produces a motor position sensor reading (133).

[00197] Figure 23 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a control

subsystem for a BLDC motor version of a digital strength trainer. Motor position sensor

reading (133), and load cell sensor reading (134) are input to control subsystem (101).



Control subsystem (101) drives motor (108) via the three phase control signals (126), (127),

and (128), which are the primary inputs into the motor and source of power.

[00198] In one embodiment, motor phase control signals (126), (127), and 128 are

driven by a standard six-transistor H-Bridge. The H-Bridge comprises transistors (120),

(121), (122), (123), (124), and (125); and draws from between motor power supply voltage

(132) and ground (133), and is driven by six transistor PWM control signals (135). In one

embodiment, the H-Bridge uses electrical current measurement resistors that drive electrical

current measurement (140). This may be accomplished by measuring the voltage drop across

the resistor, which is directly proportional to the amount of current flowing through the

resistor. Because one side of the resistor is grounded, only the supply side of the resistor

connected to the transistor need be measured using an ADC. Note that it is only necessary to

measure the current flowing on two of the three legs, since the net current flowing in the

system is zero. The third may be calculated from the two that are measured.

[00199] The voltage on each of the three motor phases at points (129), (130), and (131)

are measured using an ADC. These three motor phase voltages (141) may be used to

calculate motor position using a position estimator as any person having ordinary skill in the

art may understand.

[00200] The six PWM control signals (135) are digital signals driven by a control

processor (137), running software to implement a control loop (136). The control processor

(137) takes as inputs electrical current measurement on each of the motor phases (140),

voltage measurement on each of the motor phases (141), motor position from encoder (133),

and load cell sensor reading (134) as inputs. In addition, the processor is coupled to

interactive user interface (100).

[00201] Figure 24 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a control loop for a

BLDC motor version of a digital strength trainer. The current measurement (140) is input to

a calculation of current (150), to evaluate the current consumption (151) of the motor (1006).

Because the net current through the three phases of the motor is zero, the current

consumption (151) is associated with the magnitude of the current that flowed through the

motor. One or two of the legs may have positive current flow, while the remaining leg(s) may

have zero or negative current flows. By summing the total positive current flow, this indicates

the amount of current flowing through the motor (151). This amount of current flowing



through the motor (151) is directly proportional to the torque output of the motor. If a goal is

to drive the motor with constant torque, for example with a Constant Torque filter, an

associated objective is to ensure that consumption (151) stays as constant as possible and

equal to the amount of current that corresponds to the desired torque. This may be

accomplished by utilizing a PID loop that compares measured current (151) to a target

current (162), and adjusts the duty cycle of the PWM accordingly.

[00202] The technique to driving the three phases of a 3-phase BLDC motor is

dependent on the position of the motor (1006). Each physical position of the motor

corresponds to an electrical angle that depends on the number of poles that the motor

physically is built with. Each electrical angle corresponds to a relationship of voltages

between the three phases, in which each phase is driven with a sinusoid such that each of the

three phases is phase shifted by 120 degrees relative to the remaining two phases in the set.

Determining the electrical angle that the motor must be driven with depends on determining

an accurate physical position of the motor (152).

[00203] In one embodiment, motor back-EMF may be measured by measuring voltage

on the motor phases (141). While the motor is rotating, this back-EMF is generated, and the

relative voltage generated on each of the three phases of the motor is directly related to the

position of the motor. Any person having ordinary skill in the art may understand

determining motor position from voltage measurement. This is a primary function of position

estimator (154). A limitation of position estimator (154) is that it does not function unless the

motor speed is sufficiently high. For low speeds, a motor position may be determined using

an encoder (133) or similar device. A position calculator (153) applies sensor fusion to

combine data from motor position (133) and position estimator (154) in order to produce an

accurate motor position (152).

[00204] Advantages of applying sensor fusion to combine low speed and high speed

data to determine motor position comprise: i) it is resilient to encoder slip in the event the

encoder is coupled to the motor using a friction based mechanism that may slip; ii) it does

not require an encoder to operate at high speeds which may be costly or complex; and iii) it

provides a direct correlation between encoder position and motor electrical angle, which

otherwise has to be calibrated - and in some cases every time the system is powered up.

Motor position (152) may also be used to calculate velocity, and velocity may be used to

calculate acceleration.



[0020S] If a relationship between target torque and target current is known, then a

simple lookup table and/or equation may be used to convert between the two. Such a scheme

may be susceptible to variation over time and instance from a number of factors including

temperature, wear, age, manufacturing variance, and so forth. If the torque output of the

motor may be measured directly or indirectly, it is used to establish and/or calibrate for the

relationship between target torque and target current (162).

[00206] Throughout this specification, the terms target torque (163) and target weight

(163) may be used interchangeably because weight and torque are converted directly between

one another. In one embodiment, a PID control loop (156) compares target torque (163) to a

reading from a load cell sensor (134) and adjusts target current (162) to match. In a further

embodiment, because the system is dynamic, the time constants of this PID loop are long.

[00207] In one embodiment, as described above in calibration of the load cell sensor,

the load cell sensor reading (134) is converted to the same units as target torque (163). This is

performed by weight calculator (166) that converts the load cell reading (134) to weight

reading (165). Target torque (163) has a direct and linear relationship to a target weight (163)

desired in terms of cable tension on the cable (1008), which is directly proportional to the

radius of the spool (109) that the cable ( 110) is wrapped around, and the relative ratio of the

radii of the two sprockets ( 113) and ( 112).

[00208] In some embodiments, a constant torque filter is used and this system is

sufficient. Alternatively, the system instead models/mimics the physics of another

environment such as a weight lifting machine with a weight stack, and a physics model (157)

may adjust target torque (163) to produce the desired behavior. Note that such a physics

model affects both output torque and output speed because the two are related. A physics

model (157) takes as input motor position (152) and/or weight readings (165), and based on

physics model input parameters (158), uses a series of equations in a loop to continuously

calculate target torque in order to cause the system to have in a manner that mimics the

behavior of the target environment, such as a weight stack filter modeling a weight lifting

machine with a weight stack. In one embodiment, the loop runs between 100 Hz and 20 kHz.

[00209] The system may include multiple physics models that may be selected and/or

combined. Furthermore, the parameters to the physics model may be user accessible. For

example, a user may indicate the amount of momentum they wish a weight stack to be



allowed to have, or the amount of friction they wish a weight stack to experience.

[00210] Physics model input parameters (158) may be static based on user input

including "please behave like a 50 lbs weight stack". Physics model input parameters (15)

may be dynamic and change over time, such as in the case of implementing Trainer

Intelligence, implementing Variable Strength Curves, implementing Dynamic Resistance,

and/or implementing a Spotting Protocol. Such Trainer Intelligence and/or Dynamic

Resistance may require the monitoring of both motor position (152) and/or weight reading

(165). Both position (152) and weight (165) may be used to implement the extracting

repetition information and/or range of motion information, or other parameters used in

Trainer Intelligence and/or Dynamic Resistance.

[00211] Preferably, the control subsystem (101) is coupled to a User Interface (100).

The User Interface (100) may have a means of taking user input, such as a touch screen,

buttons, dials, or similar, and may have a means of giving user feedback, such as a screen,

lights, and/or audible sound generator such as a speaker. Such a user interface may be

directly coupled to the system, or indirectly coupled, such as the case of an mobile

application on a mobile device such as a phone or tablet, coupled to the embodiment over a

wireless and/or wired connection, such as USB, Ethernet, Bluetooth, or Wi-Fi.

[00212] Induction Motor Embodiment. Another embodiment besides the BLDC

motor embodiment described above is one that utilizes an induction motor rather than a

BLDC motor (1006). There are the following notable differences between the BLDC motor

and induction motor systems:

• Motor (108) is a 3-phase AC induction motor;

• There is no need to monitor electrical current (140), or voltage (141) because an

induction motor's torque is related to slip rather than current;

• Accurate motor position (152) may be determined solely based on position encoder

(133);

• Target current 162 may be replaced by target slip (162); and/or

• A PWM Allocation (164) function generates a three-phase sinusoid with a frequency

such that the speed of the motor calculated from position (152) and frequency of said



sinusoid corresponds to the amount of desired target slip (162). In some cases the

amplitude of the sinusoid may be determined using a volts per hertz relationship.

[00213] Thus, the primary variable under control changes from current for BLDC

motors to motor slip for induction motors.

[00214] Other Embodiments. Aside from the BLDC motor embodiment and

induction motor embodiment described above, other embodiments of the disclosed include:

• A controller circuit (1002/1004) that includes at least one of the following: a

processor, an invertor, and a pulse-width-modulator and/or a Variable Frequency

Drive (VFD);

• The controller circuit driving a motor (1006) such as three-phase BLDC and/or

induction motor;

• The motor (1006) being coupled, either directly or via a shaft/belt/chain/gear

mechanism, to a spool with a cable (1008) wrapping around the spool, and an

actuator/handle (1010) at the end of the cable for the user to grip/pull;

• In one embodiment, a gearbox to: multiply torque and/or friction; divide speed; and/or

split power to multiple spools, between the motor (1006) and spool. Alternatively, a

cable-pulley system may be used instead of a gear box;

• One or more of the following sensors:

o A position encoder, such as a Hall effect shaft encoder or grey-code encoder

on the motor (1006), spool, cable (1008), or in one embodiment an

accelerometer in the actuator (1010) a user grips. Other options such as optical

sensors and encoders also exist;

o A sensor to measure voltage/current being consumed by the motor, for

example to measure effects such as back-EMF; and/or

o A torque/tension/strain sensor or gauge in the system to measure how much

tension/force the user is applying. In one embodiment, a tension sensor is built

into the cable. Alternatively, a strain gauge is built into the motor mount

holding the motor. As the user pulls on the actuator (1010)/cable (1008), this



puts strain on the motor mount which is measured using a strain gauge in a

Wheatstone bridge configuration. Alternatively, the cable (1008) is pulled

through a pulley coupled to a load cell. Alternatively, a belt coupling the

motor and spool/ gearbox is pulled through a pulley coupled to a load cell.

This is termed a "User Tension Sensor" throughout this specification.

[00215] Figure 25 is an illustration of a motor coupled to a hub. In one embodiment, a

motor (1006) is coupled to an optional gearbox coupled to a hub with the cable (1008)

wrapped around it. Figure 26 is a simplified illustration of a motor coupled to a hub. In one

embodiment, the simplified illustration of Figure 26 represents the illustration of Figure 25.

Figure 27 is a three-dimensional illustration of a motor coupled to a hub. In one embodiment,

the three-dimensional illustration of Figure 27 represents the illustration of Figure 25. Figure

28 is an illustration of a motor with a shaft encoder coupled to a hub. The shaft encoder is

used to measure the position of the motor/gearbox/hub.

[00216] Figure 29A and Figure 29B are illustrations of measuring tension using a

motor mount. In one embodiment, a strain gauge is attached to one or more attachment

points. When force is applied to the motor mount because a user is pulling on the cable, and

the motor resists, and translates that force into the screw holes holding the motor onto the

motor mount bracket, the rods at the attachment points flex.

[00217] Figure 30 is an illustration detail of the attachment point rods. As a rod at an

attachment point flexes, the associated strain gauge also flex, causing its resistance to change.

This change in resistance may be measured using a Wheatstone bridge circuit input to an

ADC. The output of the ADC may be calibrated to various weights, which is accomplished

by hanging weights on the cable against gravity, and reading the ADC output. The results of

multiple weights may be plotted, and intermediate points may be interpolated. As strain

gauges are typically linear, interpolation may be simple.

[00218] Figure 31 is an illustration detail of a motor mount. In one embodiment, to

support the shaft of the motor (1006) including to prevent forces on the cable (1008) from

causing the motor to torque in planes perpendicular to the rotation of the motor, a shaft mount

with a ball bearing holding the shaft may be used as shown in Figure 31. Figure 32 is an

illustration of a fully assembled motor mount, motor, optional gearbox, and shaft encoder. In

one embodiment, the illustration of Figure 32 is a fully assembled version of that shown in



Figures 25-30. Figure 33 is an illustration of a control system for a motor controlled by a

hub. In one embodiment, the illustration of Figure 33 is the control system for the system of

Figure 32.

[00219] In one embodiment, a controller programed/configured/designed to emulate a

gravity-and-metal based cable machine is used, and so a Weight Stack Filter is used. In one

embodiment, a controller uses a microprocessor such as a MIPS or 805 1 based micro

controller running instructions/code to implement a control system. Every interval, such as

every five milliseconds corresponding to 200 times per second, the system may:

1. Measure tension T and the velocity at which the cable is moving, ν ιΛ ;

2. The system may then model acceleration based on the state of the system:

"model = {

odeln m del - "model

where At is the interval of time since velocity was last calculated. That is, five milliseconds

ago wherein the velocity calculated at that time is referred to as vm l → . Acceleration in

the equation above is subtractive rather than additive to adopt the convention that

v modei represents velocity towards the ground.

[00220] With velocity modeled, it is compared to actual velocity measured:

^error c u l ^model

wherein ve or may be used by the controller to modify the amount of voltage/current being

driven into the motor.

[00221] The virtual weight stack may move in two directions. It may move away from

the ground or towards the ground. The notion of the weight stack is one modeled in

equations, as there is no physical weight stack. The physical embodiment is a cable (1008)

wrapped around the shaft of a motor (1006), possibly coupled with a hub. So, a weight

moving may be translated into a motor rotating. As the circumference of the hub is known,

and how fast the motor (1006) is rotating is known, the linear motion of the cable (1008) may

be calculated, which is equivalent to the linear motion of a weight stack. Each rotation of the



hub equals a linear motion of one circumference or 2 r for hub radius r. Similarly, torque of

the motor may be translated into linear force by multiplying it by radius r.

[00222] A convention of established such that if the "weight stack" is moving away

from the ground, the motor is rotating in one direction, and if moving towards the ground the

motor is rotating in the opposite direction. Thus, the system is nearly always applying

voltage/current/power to motor (1006) so that it rotates or nearly rotates in the direction

corresponding to a weight stack affected by gravity.

[00223] In one case, the tension on the cable is so high, that the calculated acceleration

is in the direction away from the ground, and hence that acceleration over a period of time

accumulates into a velocity that corresponds with the weight stack moving away from the

ground. When that occurs, the power applied to the motor is in the direction of driving the

weight stack towards the ground, but the force of the user pulling on the cable overcomes the

force of the motor causing it to rotate in the opposite direction. In such a case, if the motor is

rotating faster than the model dictates, in order to slow it down, the controller has to increase

the power to the motor so that it resists the user more heavily.

[00224] In the opposite case, when the weight stack is moving towards the ground, and

the motor is rotating in the direction corresponding the weight stack moving towards the

ground, if the motor rotates too fast compared to the model, then to slow the motor down, the

controller (1002) has to reduce the power to the motor (1006). Therefore, the controller not

only accounts for the error in velocity, but also the direction of that velocity.

[00225] The voltage being driven into the motor is adjusted as follows:

wherein ¾ is a constant that represents how aggressively the voltage is adjusted in response

to an error. Larger values result in overshoot, ringing, and instability. Lower values result in

slow convergence.

[00226] Changing if voltage is increased or decreased depending on the direction of

travel is automatically handled because the sign of ver may reverse when the velocity

reverses, since in one case positive velocity is one direction and the other direction is

negative velocity. In one embodiment, ¾ is not a static constant but adjusted depending at



least in part on the direction of travel:

'/ v actual v 2

'actual — v 2 an actual

'/ v actual > v 3

wherein c2 is a more suitable constant when the velocity is negative/moving away from the

ground, and moving at a negative rate greater in magnitude than v2

wherein c3 is a more suitable constant when the velocity is positive/moving towards the

ground, and moving at a positive rate greater in magnitude than v3.

As shown in the equation, at outer bounds the ideal constants are selected, and a linear

function is used between the outer bounds to select the correct constant.

[00227] In general, for the disclosed techniques any transfer function may be selected,

and a transfer function need not necessarily be linear. As shown in the example above, the

system is flexible to accept vactual and/or vmo . The system is flexible to accept designs

with static constants or dynamic factors like the aggressive ¾ and accept different designs

with different design consequences. In one embodiment, a linear control loop is used for

control. Alternatively, a PID control loop is used for more sophisticated control.

[00228] A weight stack may be modeled in the case when the virtual weight stack

reaches the "ground". At this point, velocity is zero. A control system may thus monitor

position at all times, and stops the rotation of the motor when the position reaches zero and/or

ground position. Similarly, the starting case is that a weight stack does not move until the

tension on the cable exceeds the weight of the stack. Thus, the system may measure tension

and using that result to decide when to release the motor and allow it to start rotating. The

motor may not be released until tension exceeds the weight of the weight stack. There are

numerous ways to brake a motor and/or hold it in position, including controlling voltage into

the motor to resist any force trying to move that motor, using the equations above wherein

v modei = -Braking a motor may also be used in an emergency and/or safety situation

wherein the system senses a loss of control. In one embodiment, the controller (1004)

provides a 'motor firewall' for a user to protect the user with braking using failsafe switches

and techniques. This provides a measure of safety for the user.



[00229] Any person having ordinary skill in the art of control system design and theory

may use tradeoffs to fine tune the system to achieve the desired result. This fine tuning may

depend on factors including the characteristics of the exact motor being used, the gearbox if

any, and/or the elasticity of the cable.

[00230] Applying manual power to a motor (1006) in order to slow it down and/or

resisting rotation in the opposite direction that power is being applied may result in the motor

generating power in the form of output voltage/current in excess of the voltage/current

applied to the motor. Using a transistor as a switch and a capacitor to store this excess power,

and then later using that power to drive the motor may result in a system that utilizes less

power and generates less waste/heat.

[00231] In some embodiments, a motor is controlled in the manner described above

such that a user pulling on a cable (10008) wrapped around a hub coupled to that motor

(1006), possibly through a gearbox and with one or more sensors on that motor, may

experience a tension equivalent to that of a weight stack. In one embodiment, a modified

model is used as a "no cheat" or "true no cheat" model as described above.

[00232] With regards to motors, currently DC brush motors are least reliable.

Permanent magnet motors such as DC brush and brushless motors also suffer drawbacks

currently of being more expensive and risk demagnetization of the magnets over time. They

may currently also have less torque requiring a gearbox. Higher ratio gearboxes currently

may have more friction, making them harder to control. Stepper motors currently are loud

and may be expensive. Series elastic actuators currently reduce the reliability of the system

and add expense.

[00233] One simple and reliable preferred system uses an AC motor, such as a three-

phase induction motor, with a motor powerful enough to not require a gearbox. Sizing the

hub changes the amount of torque required to achieve a given amount of force, as the greater

the radius of the hub, the more torque required. Systems with BLDC or stepper motors may

be advantageous due to cost, performance, and/or availability.

[00234] Models discussed above rely on a variable m or some proxy for m, such as air

pressure in a pneumatic system, voltage/current in an electro-magnetic-mechanical system,

and so forth, which represents the mass of the weight stack. Some equations described above

assume that m was a static variable that does not change, but the disclosed techniques may



without limitation use protocols where m is not fixed. The mass variable m may change

continuously causing the user to experience a weight stack that changes weight. In resistance

training, a standard weight lifting setup is based on static resistance - one where the mass of

the weight is constant. However, by changing m , we achieve dynamic resistance - one where

the effective mass changes based on a number of factors. This has numerous health and

efficiency benefits for the user.

[00235] Figure 34 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a process for digital

strength training. In one embodiment: the system of Figure 1A and/or Figures 22-24 carry

out the process of Figure 34; the filter (1002) and/or motor controller (1004) of Figure 1A

carry out the process of Figure 34; and the control processor (137) and control loop software

(136) of Figure 25 carry out the process of Figure 34.

[00236] In step 3402, an information related to the position of an actuator (1010)

coupled to a cable (1008) which is coupled to a motor (1006) is received. In one

embodiment, the actuator (1010) is a handle. In one embodiment, the motor (1006) is a three-

phase motor, for example an AC induction motor. In one embodiment, the information

related to the position of the cable includes a plurality of points in time to derive velocity of

the cable.

[00237] In step 3404, a filter (1002) computes motor position based on sensor fusion

comprising a high speed sensor to determine motor position at high speed and a low speed

sensor to determine motor position at low speed. In one embodiment, the filter (1002)

computes motor position based on sensor fusion comprising a magnet sensor to determine

motor position based on magnetism and an optical sensor to determine motor position based

on optics.

[00238] In an optional step 3406, the filter receives a second information related to the

force applied on the cable. Force applied to the cable coupled with actuator position

enhances information on the user to calculate momentum and so forth.

[00239] In step 3408, an input to a motor controller (1004) coupled to the motor (1006)

is provided by using the filter (1002), to adjust torque on the motor (1006) such that a

strength curve is implemented relative to the position of the actuator (1010). In one

embodiment, the filter (1002) is a digital filter.



[00240] As described above, the strength curve may be a constant torque filter to drive

the actuator (1010) with a constant torque. The strength curve may be a weight stack filter,

mirroring to the actuator (1010) behavior of a weight machine with a weight stack. In one

embodiment, the weight stack filter mirrors to the actuator (1010) behavior of a weight

machine with a weight stack with at least ten pounds of accuracy. In one embodiment, the

weight stack filter mirrors to the actuator (1010) behavior of a weight machine with a weight

stack with at least five pounds of accuracy. In one embodiment, the weight stack filter

mirrors to the actuator (1010) behavior of a weight machine with a weight stack with at least

three pounds of accuracy. In one embodiment, the weight stack filter mirrors to the actuator

(1010) behavior of a weight machine with a weight stack with at least one pound of accuracy.

[00241] The strength curve may be a momentum free weight stack filter, mirroring to

the actuator (1010) behavior of a weight machine with a weight stack without momentum.

For a momentum free weight stack filter, the filter may calculate an actuator momentum of

the actuator (1010) and compensate for the actuator momentum and/or calculate an actuator

friction being applied to the actuator and compensate for the actuator friction being applied.

In one embodiment, the calculation of the actuator friction comprises a percentage of the

mirrored weight stack weight.

[00242] In one embodiment, the strength curve includes an asymmetry, providing

eccentric loading service to the actuator (1010). In a further embodiment, the strength curve

includes a dynamic Spotter Protocol, providing a weight spotter service to a user using the

actuator (1010). In a further embodiment, the strength curve includes a Trainer Intelligence

protocol, for example a dynamic repetition protocol, including: a pyramid service, an

escalation service, and/or a drop service. In a further embodiment, the strength curve

comprises a dynamic nonlinear strength curve that changes over time.

[00243] Although the foregoing embodiments have been described in some detail for

purposes of clarity of understanding, the invention is not limited to the details provided.

There are many alternative ways of implementing the invention. The disclosed embodiments

are illustrative and not restrictive.



CLAIMS

1. An exercise machine including:

an actuator;

a motor;

a cable coupled between the actuator and the motor;

a motor controller coupled to the motor;

a filter coupled to the motor controller, configured to:

receive an information related to the position of the actuator; and

provide an input to the motor controller to adjust torque on the motor such that

a strength curve is implemented relative to the position of the actuator.

2. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the actuator is a handle, the filter is a digital

filter, and the motor is a three phase motor.

3. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the information related to the position of

the cable includes a plurality of points in time to derive velocity of the cable.

4. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the filter is further configured to receive a

second information related to the force applied on the cable.

5. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve is a constant torque filter,

at least in part driving the actuator with a constant torque.

6. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve is a weight stack filter, at

least in part mirroring a behavior of a weight machine with a weight stack to the actuator.

7. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve is a weight stack filter, at

least in part mirroring a behavior of a weight machine with a weight stack with at least ten

pounds of accuracy to the actuator.

8. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve is a momentum free

weight stack filter, at least in part mirroring a behavior of a weight machine with a weight

stack without momentum to the actuator.

9. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve is a momentum free

weight stack filter, at least in part mirroring a behavior of a weight machine with a weight

stack without momentum to the actuator, wherein the filter is further configured to calculate

an actuator momentum of the actuator; and compensate for the actuator momentum.



10. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve is a momentum free

weight stack filter, at least in part mirroring a behavior of a weight machine with a weight

stack without momentum to the actuator, wherein the filter is further configured to calculate

an actuator friction being applied to the actuator; and compensate for the actuator friction

being applied.

11. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve is a momentum free

weight stack filter, at least in part mirroring a behavior of a weight machine with a weight

stack without momentum to the actuator, wherein the filter is further configured to calculate

an actuator friction being applied to the actuator; and compensate for the actuator friction

being applied, and wherein the calculation of the actuator friction comprises a percentage of

the mirrored weight stack weight.

12. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve includes an asymmetry,

at least in part providing eccentric loading service to the actuator.

13. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve includes a dynamic

spotter protocol, at least in part providing a weight spotter service to the actuator

14. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve includes a dynamic

repetition protocol, at least in part providing at least one of the following to the actuator: a

pyramid service, an escalation service, a ladder service, and a drop service.

15. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve comprises a dynamic

nonlinear strength curve that changes over time.

16. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the motor is an AC induction motor.

17. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the filter is further configured to compute

motor position based on sensor fusion comprising a high speed sensor to determine motor

position at high speed and a low speed sensor to determine motor position at low speed.

18. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the filter is further configured to compute

motor position based on sensor fusion comprising a magnet sensor to determine motor

position based on magnetism and an optical sensor to determine motor position based on

optics.

19. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the motor is of pancake style and the

machine is of low relative depth.

20. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the motor is of pancake style and the



machine is of low relative depth for at least one of the following: wall mounting and floor

mounting.

21. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the motor controller is coupled to a user

input device, wherein the user input device includes at least one of the following: a touch

screen, buttons, and dials.

22. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the motor controller is coupled to a user

feedback device, wherein the user feedback device includes at least one of the following: a

screen, lights, a haptic feedback, an audible sound generator, and a speaker.

23. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the strength curve is a filter effectuating

two or more of strength curves.

24. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the machine makes user adjustments based

on the performance of the user.

25. The exercise machine of claim 1, wherein the filter compensates for at least one of the

following: friction, positive velocity, negative velocity, momentum, inertia, and kinetic

energy.

26. A method, comprising:

receiving an information related to the position of an actuator coupled to a

cable which is coupled to a motor; and

using a filter to provide an input to a motor controller coupled to the motor, to

adjust torque on the motor such that a strength curve is implemented relative to the

position of the actuator.

27. A computer program product, the computer program product being embodied in a

tangible computer readable storage medium and comprising computer instructions for:

receiving an information related to the position of an actuator coupled to a

cable which is coupled to a motor; and

using a filter to provide to a motor controller coupled to the motor, to adjust

torque on the motor such that a strength curve is implemented relative to the position

of the actuator.
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